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Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, it is 
with deep humility and gratitude to God that I stand here today to 
present my inaugural lecture: Ageing Is Not an Emergency: 
Preparing for the New Realities ofAgeing in Nigeria which 
is the 266"' inaugural lecture series of this Urliversity and the 
fourth in the Department of Psychology. The timing of the 
inaugural is unique. It comes exactly thirty-four years after Ijoined 
this University on September 1,1979, as the first PhD holder to be 
recruited into the Department of Psychology on full time basis. I 
served as the initial coordinator of the young department under 
the supervision of the Dean, the late Professor Omolade 
Adejuyigbe. I became the Acting Head of Department between 
1995 and 2000, and Vice Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences 
between 1988 and 1989. I was the Director of Centre for Industrial 
"esearch and Development between 2002 and 2007 and the 

:cond female Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) of this 
Lstitution between 2007 and 2011. It has been an enriching and 
~lfilling experience within the University system. This 
'niversity based experience has been further enriched by 

experiences garnered through my participation in various 
interdisciplinary and multi sectoral fora with other scholars and 
practitioners at the national and global level, worlung on 
understanding and seeking solutions to developmental issues, 
particularly the issue of how society supports and cares for its 

llnerable members. I have given this brief overview to 
nderscore the fact that this presentation will include not only my 
search engagements, but also bv necessitv it will include my 
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service to the University and various engagements with national 
and international agencies in the area of my concern, for after all, 
academe is about teaching, research and services. 

My academic forays have been devoted to examining the interface 
between society and its dcpcndent or vulnerable groups: persons 
with disabilities, children at risk and the elderly. This focus is 
borne out of my academic preparation in the field of Social Work 
and Social Research where the emphasis is on the generation and 
application of social science knowledge and methods to 
understanding the variety ofhuman experiences, and in designing 
interventions at the policy and programme levels that ensure that 
human beings are provided with the opportunity for self 
actualization. At the philosophical level, it is my belief that much 
of the knowledge that is helpful to the African situation is the type 
that provides objective information that arms its government to 
respond to its major constituents, not leaving anyone behind. 
According to Hubert H .  Humphrey in his last speech, on 
November 1, 1977, "77ze rnoral test of government is how that 
goverrtment trents those w h o  are i n  the dawn of l$, the children; those who 
nre it? the twilight of l$, the elderly; those w h o  are in the shadr)?c~ of li,$, the 

s i c k ,  t h e  n e e d y  a n d  t h e  h a n d i c a p p e d "  
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi~europe/4543021 .stm). M y  academic 
and programmatic engagements have been with those in the 
shadow of life, specifically those with developmental challenges, 
thosc who are at  risk in the dawn of life, children engaged in 
exploitative labour, and those in the twilight of life, the elderly. In 
ail of tllcsc thrcc arcas I have not only conducted research and 
contributed significantly to knowledge but also in addition, I have 
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lad the uncommon privilege and opportunity to test out insights 
emanating from the research in programme activities, with the 
support of national and state governments and in collaboration 
with international dcvelopment partners. However, a significant 

oportion of my presentation today will focus on ageing, 
flecting the fact that most of my research exertions and research 
itputs have been in that area. 

hen I started my research work on ageing in 1980, not a few of 
my colleagues counseled against looking for an issue where none 
existed. It was then claimed that ageing was not and probably 
cannot be a social issue because in Nigeria, "we take good care of 
our elderly members." 

cai 
\vi 

When I became a professor in 1995, my knowlcdgc of ageing was 
based principally on my reading, my rescarch on thc Yoruba 
clderly and my research related visits to the old and old people's 
institutions in Nigeria, South Africa, India and the United Statcs. 
I-Iowcver, as I stand before you today, all that has becn enriched by 
the fact that I have had the privilege ofwatching at close quarters, 
how both my parents dealt with the challenges of ageing. I have 
had what Gross (2011) called the "bitter-sweet experience" of 
personally caring for my mother in the last three years of her 
earthly existence. I experienced at a very personal level thc 
challenges of combining work and family role obligations with 

ring for a frail elderly parent. I also have the privilege of being 
fe to a 76 year old husband who has already spent over fiftccn 
ars in retirement. To top it all, I myselfqualify to bgralled an "old 
rson" going by the United Nations definition of an old person. 
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Therefore, on a daily basis, I am becoming ever so aware of the 
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead of me. Thus, for me, 
the study of ageing and old age is one in which I am not only 
academically committed, but one in which my personal life 
experiences have made me quite passionate. It is an issue which 
should generate similar passion in all of us. Our  prayers, fasting, 
and vigils for long life means that we all desire to grow old. 
However, ageing scems to be the only available way to live a long 
life. As individuals and as a nation, we need to position ourselves 
realistically for the inevitable experience. 

Some years ago, the anchor man on the NTA Newsline 
programme, Frank Olise, used to open his presentation with the 
phrase, "where are your children now?" That sound bite was 
directed at parents concerning their teenage children. Permit me to 
use the same sound bite within the context of ageing and ask the 
question, now directed at the middle aged, educated Nigerian 
elite, most of whom are seated here, including myself, with 
children in the Diaspora, 'Where are your children now and where 
will they be when you are old, frail and need personal care?" 

GERONTOLOGY 

The study of ageing is within the purview of Developmental 
Psychology -that branch of Psychology which describes the 
growth of human beings throughout the life span, from 
conception until death. Initially, developmental psychology was 
concerned principally with infants and children, but the field has 
expanded to include studies of adolescence, adulthood and ageing. 
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1" basis, I am becoming ever so aware of the Indeed, in recent times, the field has expanded to include the study 

Drtunities that lie ahead of me. Thus, for me, . of death and dying (Kubler-ROSS, 1969, Tucker, 2005), life before 

: 2nd old age is one in which I am not only life (Wambaugh, 1978), and life after life (Moody, 1977, 2001; 

nittcd, but one in which my personal life Osis, 1989). My work in developmental psychology is what has 

lade me quite passionate. It is an issue which been labeled "Social Gerontology." It is a sub-field of GerontoloLgy - 

nilar in all of us. Our prayers, fasting, that focuses on the social as opposed to the physical or biologcal 

- life means that we all desire to grow old. aspects ofageing. Social Gerontology is concerned with the impact 

I c m s  to be the only available way to live a long of social 2nd social-cultural conditions on the process of ageing 

and as a nation, we need to position oursclves and wit11 the social-psycholo@caI consequences (Hooymao & 

nevltablc experience. Kiyak, 1996). 
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AGEING: A Universal Human Experience 
Ageing is a universal human experience. It is something that 
happens to all ofus all the time. It is a continuum that exists across 
the entire lifespan. We are all ageing. In fact, a day-old baby has 
already commenced its journey of ageing. Between the 
commencement of this lecture and the end of it, all of us seated 
here would have aged by at least an hour and by this time next year, 
believing we will all be alive, we all would havc aged by a ycar. To be 
alive is to age. Only death puts an end to ageing. 

nges that accompany ageing occur in people a t  different 
lnological ages and progress at different rates (An exception is 

LIIC unusual case of a fatal genetic condition, Progeria, 
characterized by an appearance of unusual ageing in children). 
Some of these changes include obvious visible changes in physical 
appearance and in physical abilities, while some of the changes are 
internal and not readily perceivable, except through bio-medical 



investigations. With age, the slun tends to become wrinkled, more 
vul~lerable, casily broken arid hcals slowly. Hair loss and graying 
may also occur. 111 the skelctal muscular system, therc is stiffening 
of joints, particularly at thc hips and knees. The total mass of 
muscle tissuc is reduced progcssively with age. Muscle strength 
and muscle coordination decline even though rnuscular efficiency 
docs not. In tcrms of senscs and reflexes, sensation of touch and 
pain arc rcduccd and therc is usually a dcclinc in visual acuity. 
Thcl-c is also lcss ability to distinguish the pitch and intensity of 
sound. Reaction tilnc is rcduced. Short tcrm memory is reduced 
although long term mcmory is usually unimpaired. With rcspect 
to thc ncrvous systcm, thcrc is a loss in the total bulk brain 
substance. By agc 75 thcrc is a diminished brain weight to 92% of 
what it was at age 30. In the circulatory system, thcrc is reduced 
cardiac output, and in the respiratory system, thcrc is a decrease in 
the total capacity of thc lungs. The  reproductive, temperature 
control, digestive and ludney f~~nc t ions  all show decline with age. 
(Kail & Cavanau~h.  2010) Understarldillg these changes is 
important to our social-psychological study of ageing because 
these changcs rcprcscnt thc physiological limits around which 
social relationships and social arrangements are predicated. 

Dcspitc thc obvious inevitability of ageing, the promise of a 

"fountain of youth" has appeared in every culture (Binstock, 
2004). This fountain ofyouth is a spring that supposedly restores 
thc youth of anyonc who drinks it o r  bathes in it (Wilupedia). The 
myth finds cxprcssion In the Yoruba belief in "ajidewc": some 
concoctions which whcn applied or ingested enables a person to 
perpetually maintain hislhcr youthful looks. Today with 
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dvancemcnt in biomcdicine and allied technology, varieties of 
..ge rctarding, age dcnying, and agc concealing tcchniqucs have 
becn devised, and whole lucrative industries are built around 
thcm. We do tummy tucks, nose jobs, chin tucks, facial lifts; wc 
wcar wigs, dye our grcy hairs, bleach our shns ,  usc wigs and hair 
pieces, dress like teenagers or marry girls of our ganddaughtcr's 
age. But as the Yorubas will say, "Ol6j6 nka ojci." O r  as a friend 
aptly put it, "the body may look finc but thc cnginc insidc is 
gradually wearing out." As long as we are living, we will be ageing, 
a day at a timc. Howcvcr, we agc at differcnt ratcs and in divcrsc 
contexts with different implications for the quality of our lives as 
elders. For example, a 60-year old woman living in the urban 
ccntrc, in well ventilated homes, not engaged in physically 
cxcrting manual labour will most probably look younger (all other 
things being equal) than a 60-year old woman who is a farmer in 
the rural area or who is a labourer at a construction site. Much of 
my work in Social Gerontology has focused on examining the 
quality of life at old age, particularly among the Yoruba of South- 
Western Nigcria. 

Who Is An Old Person? 
Thc first natural question to ask is, ' T h o  is an old person?" At 
what age does old age begin? Most developed countries take age 65 
and above as the definition of an old person. This is principally 
because in most of these Western societies, an individual becomes 
eligible for pension benefit at that age. However, this figure is by 
no means universally applicable. It is generally wcll known that a 
number offactors determine when a person will be perceived as 
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old. Onc ofthese factors is occupation. For example, in boxing, the 
average age for those at the top oftheir careers is between 30 and 32 
years and beyond which thcywill be regardcd as occupationally old 
(www.boxingnews.com). Compared to a professional boxer, a 50- 
year old University lecturer is not occupationally old, but he/she is 
perhaps occupationally matured depending on when he/she 
started hisher career in academics. Culture is also a determinant of 
howagcdness is dcfined. Most societies have a set ofsocial markers 
which dctcrminc who is old. Glascock & Fcinman's (1980) study 
of the definition of old age in developing countries in which a 
number of African countries were includcd, reported that 
dcfinitions of old age fell into threc categories: chronological age, 
changc in social rolcs, and change in capabilities. Some have 
opined that thc conccpt ofwho is old dcpends on how long people 
arc expected to live in that community. This has led the World 
Health Organization (WHO, 2003) to suggest that ifa definition of 
old agc in Africa is to bc dcveloped, either it should be 50 years or 
55 years in light of the fact that lifc expectancy in African countries 
lags behind those ofwestern countries. Complicating the issue of 
definition of old age is that in much ofAfrica, actual dates of birth 
are ofien unknown. Specifically, in Nigeria many individuals do 
not have official records of their birth. A past president of this 
countryrecently confessed that he really did not know his birthday. 
As of 2012, Nigeria had not implemented the compulsory 
registration ofbirths and deaths as legislated since 1979 (National 
Bureau of Statistics, 2012). The current UNICEF report 
estimated that 70% of the children born annually in the country are 
not registered at birth (UNICEF, 2014). It is therefore reasonable 
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to surmise that the situation would have bccn worse for thc older 
generation, particularly those born in the rural communitics. 
Thus, effort to define old age by reference to chronology alone 
may be fraught with inexactitudes. In our study of age 
identification among theYoruba, we found that thcrc was a strong 
relationship between chronological definition of old age and some 
social markers, particularly for women. Women wcrc more likely 
to be defincd as old if they have attained menopause and have 
--endchildren, and men, as old if they arc advanced in agc and 

eriencc limitations in thcir physical capabilitics (Togonu- 
kcrsteth, 1986). The Yoruba also diffcrcntiatc bctwecn igbi, 
lilagbi, and arfigb6, indicating different levels of agedness, very 
se to the modern categorization ofthe elderly into the "Young- 
," "Old" and "Oldest" Old. 

1 II 

ye: 

hy Do We Age? 
lman beings had always been interested in understanding 

,,<ing, sometimes out of curiosity, so~nctimes for sclf- 
preservation and most rcccntly in a bid to prolong lifc and to cnjoy 
a healthy ageing period. What causes ageing? Why do people age? 
m y  do some people seem to agc faster than others? Why do some 
subgroups of population experience greater longevity than others? 
T e s e  are some of the questions that have been raised over the 

lrs. 

, @ng is a multidisciplinary field and answers to ageing questions 
come from a wide variety of disciplines-demography, cconomics, 
law, sociology, psychology, cognitive scicncc, communication 
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studics, medicine, and biology. However for answers to the 
q~~cst ion ofwhywc age, wc need to turn to biomedical sciences. otherwise healthy i n d i ~  

new understandins that 
Blomcdical thcorics of agcing attempt to explain why ageing 
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damaze is crcated by frec radicals. (Stephen & Selman (2011), 
I Iarman, 1956, Sohal, Mockctt & Ori, 2002; Rattan 2006, Marx, 
1987).Thcsc frce radicals arc produced as a result of natural 
metabolism. cs!osurc to UV and X-ray, cxposure to certain toxic 
chemicals and by ingesting certain foods. The damage caused by 
thc free radicals can manifest in hair loss, hypertension, diabetes, 
cancers, premature agcing and death. It is noted that oxidative 
damage to ccllular macromolecules cannot be totally avoided; 
hence most organisms are equipped with repair and defence 
mechanisms. However, these defencehepair mechanisms, though 
effective in young healthy cells become less effective with age, 
possibly because ofan increase oxidative burden or an inhibition of 
the repair/removal systems (Shringarpure & Davis, 2009). This 
theory has led to the common practice of taking anti-oxidant in 
form of vitamins and other supplements. However, recent 
experiments have shown that increases in certain free radicals in 
mice and worms correlate with longer life span. These new results 
have led to ti.12 suggestion that tahng anti-oxidant in forms of 
vitamins-and other supplements can do more harm than good in 
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vLllsnvise healthy individuals (Moyer, 2013) It is in light of this 
new understanding that the American Heart Association and the 
American Diabetes Association have advised that people should 
avoid taking anti-oxidant supplements except to treat a diagnosed 
vitamin deficiency (Olshansky, Hayflick & Perls, 2004). This new 
understanding has led to the conclusion that oxidative damage, 
though very important in the ageing process, by no means 
represents the total picture ofwhy we age. 

A second set of biological theories generally called Programme 
Senescence theories of ageing argues that ageing is a genetically 
determined programmed process. Belonging to this perspective 
are three subcatcgories: programmed longevity, endocrine theory 
and immunological theory. The  programmed longevity 
perspective argues that ageing is a result of sequential switching on 
and off of certain genes. It defines senescence as the time when 
age-associated deficits manifest themselves. The endocrine theory 
avers that biological clocks act through hormones to control the 
pace of ageing (Pankow & Solotoroff, 2007). The immunolo~cal 
theory of ageing affirms the central role of the immune system in 
ageing. It argues that the immune system is programmed to 
decline over time, leading to an increased vulnerability to 
infectious diseases and thus ageing and death gin, 2010). Studies 
have shown that the effectiveness of the immune system is a: its 
peak at puberty and gradually declines thereafter with advance in 
ageing. For example, it has been documented that as one grows 
older, antibodies lose their effectiveness and the body loses its 
ability to combat diseases effectively, leading to cellular loss and 
evcntual death. (Kay & Makinodan, 1982; Walford, 1982; Goidl, 
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Thorbecke and Weksler, 1980) Ordinarily therefore, no matter 
which theoretical perspective one examines, ageing is never an 
emergcncy for the individual. It happens gradually and presents 
the individual with many signs of its approach or imminence. 

How Do We Adapt to the Changes 
If theories from Biological Sciences address the issue ofwhy our 
bodies age, theories in the Social Sciences can be said to address the 
issue of how the human person adapts to the changes and how 
society accommodates the changes to some of its members. 
Traditionally, psychologists have focused on three major theories: 
Disengagement theory, Continuity theory and Activity theory. 

Disengagement theory stipulates that ageing is an inevitable, 
mutual withdrawal or disengagement between ageing persons and 
the social system s/he belongs to (Cumming & Henry, 1961). The 
Activity theory arose in reaction to the Disengagement theory and 
argues that life satisfaction in old age depends, among other things, 
on the active maintenance of one's relationships and continuing 
involvement in meaningful pursuits (Neugarten, 1964). Finally 
Continuity theory argues that our personalities, our preferences, 
tastes and activities that we enjoy - and the ones we do not enjoy - 
remain relatively stable and predictable in old age (Atchley, 1989). 

Another theoretical formulation which has been most useful in 
understanding the variety of outcomes in the lives of the elderly 
population is the Convoy model of social relations. As applied to 
the aged, the model seeks to describe, explain and understand the 
importance of social relations in health and well being ih later life. 
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ofsocial exchanges: Aid, Affect and Affirmation. A d  is the tangible 
assistance that an individual receives. This can include clothing, 
food, money, advice and information. Affect refers to emotional 
support such as love, and care that one shares with close relations 
like spouse, children and grandchildren. Affirmation is the 
intangible communication to another convoy member that 
members share or respect the same values, goals and assumptions. 
A very important point is also the degree to which the support is 
evaluated as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. This theoretical 
perspective calls our attention to the importance of social 
relationships for the feeling of health and well-being in old age. It 
also directs our attention to the issue ofthe subjective evaluation of 
intergenerational exchanges by the old and the non-old. 

Why the Interest in Ageing: The Global 
Perspective 

For the greatest part of human history and until the latter part of 
the 19'~ Century, the elderly comprised only a small portion of the 
population, hardly ever over 5%. The growth in the older 
population is a relatively new phenomenon which began during 
tlic second half ofthe twentieth century in the developed an+ ' 
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in thc dcvelopingworld. (Figl). Two major factors are responsible 
for population ageing: declining fertility rates and increasing 
survival at older agcs. Thc number of the cldcrly globally has been 
increasing by 8 million per year since 2000; and by 2030, this 
incrcasc will reach 24 million (NIA, 2012). 

Figure 1: World Ageing Population by Sex and Age Groups from 
1950 - 2050 

Source: 2000 WorldAgeing Population Chart 

Evidence also suggests that the proportion of people aged over 60 
years is growing faster than any other age group, and about 2 billinn 
people will be aged 60 and older by 2050 (WHO, 2012). Popula 
ageing has been described as one of the most significant trenc 
the 21st Century. Some have called it the "grey tsunami" (Wl 
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2012). It is celebrated as reflecting success in dealing with 
childhood disease, maternal mortality and in helping women 
achieve control over their own fertility. With the advent of 
intensive biomedical ageing interventions, it has also been 
celebrated as one of the gains in biomedical science and 
technology. The rate at which the population is ageing has been 
described as unprecedented in human history (United Nations, 
2005). The report further averred that by the year 2050, the 
number of the old in the world will reach an alarming figure in 
human history. Population ageing has also been described as 
pervasive, affecting everyone; as profound, having consequences 
for every aspect of life; and as enduring. One in nine persons in the 
world today is aged 60 and over (UNFPA, 2013) The ageing ofthe 
population is more pronounced in the developed countries, where 
life expectancy is high and fertility rates are low, and the percentage 
of the elderly high, such as in Monaco (22.4%), Italy (19.3%), and 
Japan (18.8%). The 2013 report on population ageing indicates 
that the older population itself is ageing. Globally, the share of 
older persons aged 80 or over, called the "oldest old" was 14% in 
2013 and is projected to reach 19% in 2050. If this projection is 
realized, there will be 392 million people aged 80 and above by 
2050, a figure that will be three times the current size. 

Global concern about ageing became evident with World 
Assembly on Ageing held in Vienna in 1982 and by the declaration 
of 1999 as the Year of the Older Persons. The 2nd UN Assembly 
on Ageing in Madrid in 2002 adopted an International Plan of 
Action on Ageing and recommended that countries make 
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concerns about older persons central in their development 
processes. The plan ofaction called for changes in attitudes, policies 
and practices at all levels to fulfill the tremendous potentials of 
ageing in the twenty-first century. The Plan made specific 
recommendations towards giving priority to older persons in 
development, advancing health and well-being into old age and 
ensuring enabling and supportive environment. 

Nations, particularly developed nations, are concerned about 
population ageing because of its impact on the socio-political 
economy of their nations. There are said to be four principal areas 
of concern: the impact on the size and quality ofthe workforce, the 
upsurge in the incidence of chronic, non-communicable diseases 
(NCD) that ensue, the consequences on the country's pension 
schemes and the issue of ensuring quality of life for the elders who 
may need long term care. 

The size and quality of the workforce: The size and quality of 
the workforce is an important determinant of a country's prosperity. 
As people attain age 50 and above, their likelihood of full 
participation in the labour forcetends to decrease. The stock ofthe 
nation's assets could also decrease as the elderly in the developed 
countries increasingly turn to their savings to finance their 
spending. The combination of possible labour market tightening 
and the dissaving raises concern that the ageing countries may 
experience slower economic growth and that some countries may 
even face the shrinkage of their economies (Boersch & Ludwig, 
2009). 

Non-Communicable Diseases: Population ageing also signals 
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jle Dis eases: Population ageing also signals 

the advent of a tremendous health challenge: the upsurge in the 
incidence of non-communicable diseases (NCDs). NCDs are 
currently responsible for roughly 60% of all deaths and nearly half 
of the loss of actual or effective life years due to disability and 
deaths. (WHO, 2010) T h e  most important NCDs are 
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, and chronic respiratory 
diseases. These diseases share four modifiable risk factors - 
smoking, physical inactivity, unhealthy diets and the harmful use 
of alcohol, and one non-modifiable risk - age. As treatment and 
care costs for these diseases tend to be high, nations have to give 
greater emphasis in their health strategies to disease prevention. 

Financial Issues: In most countries experiencing ageing of the 
population, overall pensions remain the biggest spending item, 
followed by health care and long term care. Population ageing has 
great implication for the country's pension system as fewer and 
fewer workers may be called upon to support greater number of 
the old. This has led some countries to consider changes in their 
statutory retirement age, pushing it further and implementing 
systems of phased retirement. Related to this is the issue of 
influence ofageing on sovereign credit rating and the sustainability 
ofpublic financing. Population ageing raises the debate and creates 
tension between two seemingly conflicting priorities - the need to 
sustain public spending on pensions and health care of the ageing 
population versus the need to hold down or reduce government 
budget deficits and debts (https://~atings.standa~dandpoo~s.com/global- 
ageing-20 13). 

Iountries have adopted a variety of coping strateges to deal with 
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the consequences of the graying of their populations. Brazil, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Poland and Spain have reduced 
pension benefits while France, Netherlands and USA have 
worked at reducing health cost. China, Korea, and Spain have put 
in place pro-natal policies to increase fertility rates. Germany, 
Japan and Korea have set high priority on immigration to attract 
needed labour force. Other countries are also beginning to raise 
retirement age and to cancel the no-penalty early retirement 
options. Some countries are also trying to expand existing pension 
schemes or start new ones in effort to fill the income gap that will 
resultwhen the state pension is scaled down. 

Population ageing is however not the exclusive preserve of the 
developed countries. While ageing occurred gradually over a 
relatively long stretch of time in the developed countries, the 
ageing structure in the developing countries is changing more 
rapidly and in a contracted period oftime. (Fig. 2) 
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Figure 2: World Ageing Population: Developing and Developed 
Countries (1 980 - 2050) 

Source: United Nations World PopulationAgeing2009 

For example, it took France 115 years and Sweden 85 years, and it 
will take the United States 69 years to change the proportion ofthe 
population aged 60 years and over from 7% to 14%. In contrast, it 
will take China only 26 years, Brazil, 21 years and Columbia, 20 
years to experience the same chaAge in population ageing (UN, 
2013). This pace ofageing raises challenges that are different from 
the ones experienced by the developed countries. It has been 
observed that many countries in the developing world are 
"growing old before they grow rich". Many of the countries are 
said to be ageing before they have had time to put in place the social 
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protections of a modern welfare state (Jackson, Howe & 

Nakashima, 2010). 

The.Elderly in Nigeria: Current Demographic 

Picture & Future Projection. 

~ ~ e i n ~  of the Nigerian population cannot be said to be an 
emergency. By the early 1980, the United Nations had sounded a 
note of warning that the Nigerian population was showing early 
signs of ageing. At that time it predicted that among world 
countries with over 15 million members of their population aged 
over 60 years, Nigeria would move from its 271h position in 1950 to 
the 1 lth position in the year 2025 (United Nations, 1985). 

Available figures from the 1991 and 2006 National Population 
Census indicate that the absolute number of the elderly soared 
from 4,598,114 in 1991 to 6,987,047 in 2006, even though their 
proportion dropped from 5.2% to 4.98% in the same period. 
However, some states (Imo, Ogun and Osun) have higher than the 
national average of the elderly while I Federal Capital Territory and 
Lagos have lower than the national average. In Nigeria, as in most 
parts ofthe world, there are more female elderly than males. 
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Table 1: Elderly Population by Age Groups in Selected States of 
Nigeria. 

F * 
60+ 60-64 65-69 711-74 75-74 811-84 85* 
IQlZO? 7 3 0 7  23150 JOiIX 1320i 2.:5-13 1 UiXh 
(4.7%) 8 % )  (o.6°,za) (o.sfl/,) (0.3%) (o.bsi) (o.s9,a) 

255241 85172 49220 48160 24777 23668 24244 
(6.5%) (2.2%) (1.3%) ( 1 . 2 5  (0.6%) (0.6%) (0.6%6) 

426795 147085 47495 92792 27520 61554 50349 
(4.5%) (1.6%) (0.5%) (0.9%) (0.3%) (0.7%) (0.5%) 

250318 90269 29437 52812 I8271 33423 26 106 
(4.3%) (1.6") (0.5%) (0.9%) (0.3%) (0.6";) (0.4%) 

116099 41163 20681 21163 9696 11576 11820 
(4.9%) ( 1 . 7 )  (0.9%) (0.9%) (04%) (0.S?4) (0.5%) 

331071 122888 71719 52619 27974 27901 27970 
(3.6%) (1.3%) (0.8%) (0.6%) (0.3%) (0.346) (0.3%) 

219118 70051 43512 40337 21631 22021 2 1566 
(S.89'0) (1.9°) (1.256) ( 1 %  (0.6%) (0.6%) (0.6%) 

201480 72449 38063 36404 16675 I8834 19055 
(5.6%) . I 0 '  (1.196) ( I ? )  (0.5%) (0.5%) (0.6%) 

33438 11482 6307 5348 2737 3510 4054 
(2.4%) (0.8%) (0.4%) (0.4%) (0.2%) (0.2%) (0.3%) 

Figure 3: Elderly Population by Age Groups in Selected States of 
Nigeria. 
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Table 2: Population ofelderly, by age groups and sex-national 

Source: Nigeria, 2006 population Census 

Figure 4 

POPLIATIOSm ELDERLY, BY AGE GROIPS .*>I) SEX 
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~felderly, by age groups and sex -national Table 3: Age, Sex, rural-urban residence of elderly in Nigeria 

Source: Nigeria, 2006 population Census 

6 population Census 
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I ,>? i1 9? 
- Male 
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10 4 8 ' z 7  10.37 10.07 
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Over two-thirds of the elderly live in the rural areas. As we know. 
these are areas least likely to have modern infrastructural facilities. 
In addition, over 75% ofthe elderly have no formal education, and 
this illiteracy rate is higher still for female elderly in rural 
communities. In terms of marital status, 66% of the "young 
elderly" (60-75 years) are married. This percentage decreases with 
age and women are more than six times as likely to be widowed as 
males. In terms of labour force participation, the Census figures 
indicate that most of the elderly continued to participate in the 
labour force (principally agriculture and informal sector trading) 
almost to the end oftheir lives. 

With a population growth rate of 3.2 percent per annum (NPC, 
2008), the Nigerian population is projected at 169,952,993 for 
2012 and 186,965,085 for 2015 (NPC, 2008). Although described 
.s a 'youthful population', a major concern is the growing elderly 
)opulation (60 years or more). According to reliable estimates, the 
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elderly population in Nigeria will increase from 6.4 million in 
2005, to 11.5 million in 2025 and 25.5 million in 2050 (United 
Nations, 2005). By this estimate, the elderly population will 
constityte about 10 percent of the total Nigeria population by year 
2050 (UN,  2012). This implies that in less than 37 years, the 
population of elderly people in Nigeria will be more than the 
current population of Ghana and double the current population of 
Senegal. The question is, how prepared is Nigeria for the 
inevitable ageing of its population? 

Using the distinction between "personal problems" and "public 
issue" as suggested by Mills, (1959), one can argue that while most 
ofthe Western world has accepted that the ageing ofthe population 
constitutes a vital public issue, in Nigeria, the issue ofthe aged and 
their care has been regarded as falling within the domain of 
"personal problems." The cultural values and norms appear 
unequivocal about the expectation that the extended family will 
take care of its elderly members. This informal system of helping 
the elderly worked fairly well when the aged were few in number 
and when they had prestige in the Leskian sense (Lenski, 1966). 
Studies conducted in Nigeria as late as the late 1970s indicated that 
the scale of power and privilege has been tilted in favour of the 
young, modern and educated members of the society (Faniran- 
Odekunle 1978; Eades 1980). 

Despite these informationlfactsldata, the issue of ageing and the 
aged has not received concerted action from the Nigerian society. 
A number of assumptions undergird this apparent neglect of the 
issue. One overarching assumption extant in most parts of the 
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country is that the aged are receiving attention, care and love from 
the extended family system. Unfortunately, this assumption 
remains despite the plethora of published works attesting to the 
diminishing effectiveness of the extended family system to 
withstand the incursion of urbanization, riuclearisation of the 
family, and heterodoxy of values, among others (Eades, 1980; 
Adepoju, 1982; Faniran-Odekunle, 1978). Indeed, it does appear 
that with the diminishing effectiveness of the extended family 
system and in the absence of formal social security services, what 
now subsists is that adult children - and not some romanticized 
"extended family system," - provide the major care for the elderly. 
The matter has become "016mfi dP omfi iy5 ri. gbC" (every man for 
himself). This situation of the centrality of adult children to elder 
care is not unique to Nigeria as studies from Western countries 
continue to confirm that adult children are still the principal 
caregvers and care providers for their aged parents (Brody, 2004; 
Wolf & Kasper, 2006; Horowitz, 1985). However, the similarity 
between those societies and our experience ends here. While in the 
Western countries there are a variety of community services to 
support parent care by adult children, in the Nigerian society, very 
few community services exist for this purpose. 

It is therefore no longer enough to keep repeating the fact that the 
extended family's effectiveness in caring for the aged had 
diminished. What is required and what my studies focused on 
were the consequences of this diminution on the nature of 
intergenerational relationships and their effect on the quality of 
life in old age. It is to these we now turn. 
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, Our  studies focuscdbn understanding the new realities of the care 

of the old and its consequences on the quality of life of elderly in 
various social contexts. We also examined the factors which are 
likely to predispose towards the gradual emergence of a new 
definition of filial responsibility expectations of the succeeding 

I 

generations ofthe old. 

The first of such studies looked at four areas: (1) the types of 
assistance which worlung adult children provide for their parents, 
(2) the difficulties/constraints experienced by the adult child in the 
process of caring for aged parents, (3) the characteristics of parents 
or children which facilitate or impede parent care, and (4) the 
relationship between the adult child's perception of filial 
obligations and hisher expectations regarding the duties of 
children to him/her at old age. Our  in-depth interviews with 
working adult children, aged 25-55 years, who were salaried 
workers in the public sector and who had at least a living mother, 
focused on their filial obligations to their mothers. We focused on 
the relationship between the adult child and the mother because 
though the Yoruba family is patrilineal and patrilocal, it is very 
much a mother-centered family and adult children tend to feel 
naturally protective of their mothers, particularly when raised in a 
polygamous family setting. Pertaining to the types of assistance, 
provision of monetary assistance and foodstuffs were the 
commonest. The prevalence of financial assistance by adult 
working children to their parents is not surprising as most of the 
parents would have spent their worlung life in the informal sector 
ofthe economy and would therefore not be entitled to any pension 
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benefits. With increasing age, decreased energy and decelerating 
EING AND THE AGED economic activity, most can no longer support themselves 

1 l~ndcrstanding the new realities of the care financially, and they depend on adult children to augment their 
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list the constraints e-xperienced in the line of parent care, a large 
majority (70%) of the adult children mentioned financial 
difficulty. Those adults whose mothers were living with them 
were also those in the lowest rung of the income ladder and were 
also the ones who reported that parents' care was exceedingly 
burdensome financially. It is also interesting to note that the adult 
children in the lowest income groups had the highest number of 
children and other relatives in their households. Combined 
together, this scenario suggests that adults who are most adversely 
affec~ed by financial support of parents are those on the lower 
rungs of economic ladder and who also have a number of poorer 
relations including their mothers depending on them for financial 
assistqnce. Even for those in the middle income group, most 
whose mothers live away from them, the financial constraint is real 
and leads to feelings ofhelplessness on the part ofthe caregiver. 

This was succinctly put by one of our male respondents: "I know 
the tnoney Isend to rny ruother is not adequate to meet her needs, btrt Ican't do 
any bettev. I have m y  ouln children to take care of and also some nieces and 
relations whose fees I have to pay. By the time I send rnoney home to rny 
mothev, send foodstuff:^ to her; pay schoolfees, nzeet other farnily obl$ations, I 
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don't have anything left. By thesixth ofthe month, all my salaty isgone and I 
have toget an overdraftfrom the bank. )' 

In examining adult child characteristics which influenced filial 
obligations, we found marital status and gender to be important 
variables. Over 80% of the single adult children regarded parent 
care as financially burdensome as compared with 67% of the 
married adult children. Among married adult children, those who 
claim to be receiving financial support from their spouses towards 
parent upkeep also perceived parent care as burdensome. 
Regardless of marital status, more of the females than males 
perceived financial care of parents as burdensome. This is because 
females report that they not only respond to the needs of their 
parents but also to those of their parents-in-law. As one of our 
respondents put it: ((I have to give to my mother-in-law whenever I 
observe that my husband is broke or else hisfamily will think I am the one 
teaching theirchild not togive money to hispeople. " 

Since parent care tends to stimulate cognitively and emotionally 
one's future expectations from one's children, our study explored 
the types of expectations which adults have of their own children 
and whether there was any relationship between the adult's 
current experience with parent care and what he/she will later 
expect from hisher adult children. In general, most of the adults 
sampled (66%) said they will expect financial support from their 
children in old age. Also-worthy of note is the fact that a greater 
percentage of females (82.2%), compared to males (56.8%), held 
this expectation. However, over seventy percent of those who 
reported that care giving to their parents created great financial 
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burden did not expect financial support from their children. That 
is, they did not expect to be dependent financially on their children 
so as to avoid creatinga burden for them. 

Thus, on the general level, most adult children believe in the 
norm of talung care of their old parents and do indeed do so. But 
how the assistance is given, and how satisfactory the care can be 
are the nuances that need to be examined. There is evidence that 
unlike what happened in the past when the entire extended family 
was involved in the care of the elderly, the provision of care and 
support for the aged is gradually becoming the specific 
responsibility of the children (Akinyemi, Adepoju and 
Ogunbameru, 2007, Togonu-Bickersteth 2010). This finding 
points to deeper issues, particularly when we examine the 
situation of the typical adult children - the sandwich generation - 
in today's Nigeria. 

THE SANDWICH GENERATION 

Even though over 50% of the Nigerian population lives.in rural 
areas, a deconstruction of this figure reveals that a large percentage 
ofthe youths and young adults have migrated to the urban centres 
in search of better economic and social opportunities (Togonu- 
Bickersteth 2005; Adepoju, 1972). Often unprepared for the harsh 
realities of urban life, the new migrants soon join the informal 
sector to eke out a living. According to the National Bureau of 
Statistics, about 56 million, making up of 67% of the adult 
population, are engaged in the informal sector (National Bureau of 
Statistics, 201 1). The  prospects of financial security in old age for 
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this group remain very uncertain. However, whether working in 
the formal or informal sector, a new reality arisingfrom the current 

I 

high rate ofyouth unemployment is that adults who have invested 
in the education of their children, some struggling to get them 
through higher institutions, now have to provide financial 
resources to these children who would have been economically 
independent of their parents if they could find or create 
cmployrnent. According to the Federal Ministry of Labour and 
Productivity, more than 41% of Nigerian graduates are 
unemployed after the mandatory National Youth Services Corps 
(Vanguard, 2013). A recent worlung paper by the International 
Labour Organisation passed this comment on the situation: 'a 
rnajorfailure of the Nigerian labour market is the inability of many educated 
Nigerians to find decent and productive employment in the economy." 
According to a report, seven in ten graduates ofhigher education in 
the country are unemployed and almost the same proportion of 
secondary school graduates in the country is jobless" (Ugochukwu 

ChlJioke, 201 1). An illustration ofthe precarious situation with 
respect to graduate unemployment is the story reported in the 
print media concerning the desperation of the unemployed 
graduates. A company based in Lagos had advertised for truck 
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drivers and received 13,000 applications. O f  interest about these O u  
1.pplications was that 6 were PhD holders, 704 had Master's to T 

Degrees and 840 had Bachelor's degrees. (Vanguard August 2, chi: 
2013). A more recent pathetic event was what happened across the Go1 
;.ountry when the Nigerian Immigration Service was recruiting In31 
graduates, and nineteen job seekers died in the ensuing stampede COT 

to apply. According to one ofthe applicants, "I have never seen this r3h1 
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kind of crowd in my life. Even if this was a FIFA World Cup 
football match, you will never gct spectators this many" (Sahara 
Reporters, 2014). In some of the testing centres, the job seekers 
were flogged by security officers. One  ofthe victims reported thus, 
"My brother, look at me, a Master's Dcgrce Iioldcr. I was flogged 
because I'm loohng for work. I cannot remember the last time I 
was flogged and looking for a job is the last place I expected such a 
thing would be done." Thus, amidst the nccd for cconomic 
survival in the uncertain informal sector and in the absence of 
safety nets to mitigate unscheduled, unpleasant l ik  cvcnts is added 
the burden of feeding adult children long aftcr thcy should have 
been giving back to parents or a t  lcast bc cconornically 
independent of them, This financial squeeze is thc reason 
proffered by many who though they wish to provide for thcir 
parents left in the village, they lack the wherewithal to do so 
(Togonu-Bickersteth, 2011). Thc soaring cost of ushering 
offspring to functional independence is one of the ncw realities 
that adult children (the sandwich generation) face in balancing the 
demands on their resources in ways that allow for mutually 
satisfying care for ageingparents. 

Our research with the rural elderly also indicates that the old seem 
to undcrstand the cconomic prcssurcs on thcir city-bascd adult 
children. In assessing the adequacy of economic support received 
from their children, most confessed that the support was indeed 
inadequate, but they seem to appreciate thc fact that therc arc 
competingdemands on the adult children's economic resources. A 
phrase commonly expressed by the elderly was "AWO won kd kd olri 
ill>," meaning the resources ofthe children are insufficient to mect 
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their needs (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1987). The inadequacy of 
support from the children coupled with the absence of any formal 
supplemental income in form of a social pension is why - contrary 
to the trend of declining labour force participation among the old 
in many parts of the world, old people in the rural areas of Nigeria 
tend to work until they are practically unable to do so. Our study 
confirms that some old people have already fallen through the 
safety net and have lost the dignity of old age. These old people can 
he found in the street begging. Their number appears to be 
increasing in the urban centers particularly as they can be seen at 
markets and motor parks. Our  study of the elderly beggars in 
Ibadan, Oshogbo, and Ife revealed that, contrary to the general 
belicf that the old were begging because they had no surviving 
child or sibling - the two categories of relations considered by the 
Yoruba to be the most closely concerned with one's welfare - our 
survey revealed that all but a few had surviving children and 
siblings, but that their children were unable to help. Indeed, close 
to 50% of the males and 68% of the females report not receiving 
any support from their adult children. In some cases, elderly 
beggars report sharing the proceeds from begging with their adult 
children and particularly in emergencies when grandchildren 
need medical care. Thus, this study, though exploratory, provides 
an indication of what happens when those who are traditionally 
expected to fulfill needs are incapable of doing so and the society 
provides no "jall back" position (Togonu-Bickersteth, Alunnawo, 

. 

Alunyele &Ayeni, 1997). 

The other group ofadult children in the urban areas is represented 
b ~ .  the civil servants or those working in the private sector who 
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may have more disposable resources to share with their parents. 
However, the hectic life styles of most urban-based adult children 
limit significantly their ability to provide either regular personal 
visitations, or routine daily care. Some have tried to solve this 
challenge by moving their aged parents (particularly the elderly 
female, who often may be widowed) to the city to live with the 
adult child and his or her family. The adult child may feel satisfied 
that he or she has solved the problem. Yet in reality, has helshe? 
The worlung adult leaves for work in the morning, and the 
children leave for school, leaving the aged in the house alone or 
with the domestic assistant, with whom there may be a language 
barrier, as the principal companion. By the time the entire family 
returns after the day's work, very limited interactions between the 
aged and the others are possible as preparation for the following 
day commands the family's attention. The result is that the old 
person feels like a fish out ofwater, torn away from her familiar 
environment. Some old people have described the experience as 
being "in detention" (Togonu-Bickersteth, 201 1). 

A third group of adult children is composed of those in Diaspora. 
Since the 1980s, there had been a heightened outflow of adults 
from Nigeria to Europe, the USA, and more recently to South 
Africa and to some Asian countries. It has been observed that some 
ofthese adults in Diaspora display what has been called a "Gleaclzing 
syndrome." The concept which takes its root from the common 
practice of slan bleaching is seen as a process of self dislike which 
culminates in attempts to bleach or tone the skin of large areas of 
the body or smaller more visible areas where the slan is thin, e.g., 
'le face (Hall, 2009). This syndrome is characterized by readiness 
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to adapt their names to make it easier for Westerners to pronounce. 
Also, the emigrants gradually lose their l~nguage and fail to teach 
their children their native language in the belief that not spealung 
their native language makes them more "civilized" (77zis Day Live, 
2013). Since language is a transmitter of culture it is logical to 
expect, that the cultural norms surrounding filial obligations may 
be unknown or little understood by the emigrants' children. 
These adults or youths, who married and started their families 
abroad, are raising their children in a culture different from the 

- one in which they were raised, and far away from the reach oftheir 
grandparents. This denies the young what has been called the 
"gentling effects" of grandparents in the raising of the future 
generation. The children in Diaspora therefore represent a 
generation that is growing to maturity without the guiding hands 
of their elders. This arrangement also disadvantages the elders 
who spend the latter part oftheir lives without knowing the tender 
embrace of the very young in their daily lives. Recent studies have 
clearly shown that adult grandchildren are sources of  
instrumental, financial and emotional support to grandparents 
(Hanvood and Hinn, 2000) and often provide them with a sense 
of generational continuity and satisfaction (Elder & Conger, 
2000), and when relationships are emotionally close, they improve 
the elderly feeling of psychological well-being. (Lawrence, 
Bennett, & Markides, 1992). Nigerian grandparents with almost 
all oftheir grandchildren in other countries may be missing out on 
these benefits. 

The growing grandchildren miss out on the opportunity to learn 
and experience changes in personal characteristics such as 
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patience, responsibility and kindness that could have resulted 
from care of grandparents (Evan-Zohar, 201 1). They also miss out 
on the opportunity to observe filial piety in action and to imbibe 
appropriate cultural attitudes, values and behaviour necessary to 
providing support in old age (Lai, 2007). . 

Thus, while remittances from the adult children in the Diaspora 
to elderly parents form a significant source of support for the 
elderlywho have children abroad, the income does not in anyway 
compensate for the personal care and the sense of emotional 
connectedness that is associated with feeling ofwell-being in old 
age. The unavailability of adult children when an aged parent 
requires to make a "reverse migration" to the embrace of hisher 
children creates challenges for the dignified care of the very old, 
particularly in their dying days. At any rate in the Nigerian 
cultural philosophy, worth and money particularly, are 
considered insignificant when the human element of compassion 
is missing. The Yoruba proverb, " h j b  j'owb," (meaning loving 
care is more valuable than money), is an indication that money is 
no substitute for care giving. Money by itself, important as it is, 
does not easilytranslate into adequate care for the elderly. 

The previously held belief that the number of children an elder 
had determined the care he or she receives also no longer holds. 
Rather, studies have shown that the "empowerment of a child 
rather than the number of children an old person has, is the 
crucial factor in securing the well-being of the elderly" 
(Alunyemi, 2009). 

A large percentage of our studies was conducted among the rural 
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clderly in Ondo, Osun and Oyo states. (Togonu-Bickersteth, 
1987a, 1987b, 1988, 1997, & 1999) In contrast to the glamorized 
version ofrural life as tranquil, stress free, laid back, life in the rural 
areas is rough generally. We found that it was doubly rough for the 
rural elderly. The rural elderly face the "double jeopardy" of 
benign neglect derived from their age and their rural location. 
Incomc for thc rural aged is very low and for a large majority of 
thcm, thc concept of aggregated annual incomc is unrcal. Both the 
income from thcir limited economic activities, mainly farming, 
and the remittances from their children are quite unpredictable 
and were judged by the elderly as grossly insufficient to meet their 
needs. (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1987) Even though the general belief 
is that the old worked for as long as they have strength, available 
evidence suggests that older farmers farm smaller and \~naller 
amounts of land. A more recent study of farmers in Ondo State 
reported that the majority (67%) of the farmers were earning less 
than N8  333.33 monthly. The author argued that "given the $1 per 
day/person cut off mark for poverty and an average of four person 
per household in the study, a total of N19,200/month (N160=$1) 
will be needed. He  therefore concluded that the household 
monthly income for the farmers was grossly inadequate. (Fasina, 
2013) 

Health care facilities in rural locations are generally poor for all but 
even more so for the elderly, and not surprisingly therefore their 
health status was quite poor (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1987; & 

Alunyele, 1999). Our  study at the Apomu, Ajeigbe, Ikoyi-Ile and 
Asejire rural communities assessed the health status by 
respondents' self report on three objective measures: the number 
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of symptoms experienced by the elderly in the past twelve months 
from a list of symptoms considered serious enough to require a 
physician services (Anderson & Newrnan, 1973). Our  results 
clearly indicated a high level of symptoms among the rural elderly 
and yet very low utilization offormal, Western health services. The 
lack of relationship between number of symptoms and health care 
utilized probably reflects the paucity of health services in the rural 
area. Our  earlier study of health care utilization by urban dwelling 
elders where health facilities are comparatively plentiful showed 
that there was a significant relationship between self assessed 
health and number ofdoctor visits (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1985). 

Although each of the three villages had a dispensary, the older 
people rarely go there because the dispenser was either unavailable 
or when the dispenser was available, drugs and other materials are 
unavailable (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1987). This finding of a high 
level of symptoms was evident also in the study conducted by 
Abdulraheem & Abdulraham (2008) in which the authors 
concluded that a large percent of the (symptoms) ailments 
presented by the elders in a tertiary hospital could have been 
caught and treated at the primary health care level, if well 
organized. Similarly a study conducted in a clinic affiliated with 
another teaching hospital reported that the elderly had multiple 
morbidities and underreported their health problems, often 
attributing it to ageing (Adebusoye, Modupe, Erne, Owoaje and 
Ogunbodede, 201 1). 

'hus, there was a high degree (number) of untreated ailments 
rhich if treated would have enhanced the quality of life of the 
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elderly. Closer analysis in our study showed that high limitations 
on the elder's loco-motor abilities and high symptoms level were 
negatively associated with feelings ofwell being. Also notable is the 
positive association between scope of informal networks, high 
functional ability and feelings of life satidfaction. This finding 
supports the earlier studies linking health and feelings of well- 
being (Larson, 1978; Bulterna, 1969). It also confirms the 
proposition that participation in informal social networks 
contributes to the cldcrly person's sense ofwell-being by counter 
balancing negative life aspects of the ageing process and by 
providing a buffer between the individual and life's strains and 
stresses. (Palmorc and Luikart, 1972; Antonucci & Jackson1987; 
Valliant, Myers, Mukamala & Soldz, 1998). 

Social Support Networks of Yoruba Female Elders 

Our rcscarch on ageing and old age also examined the ageing 
cxpericnccs from thc pcrspective of the old. We were particularly 
interested in the older females who have been identified by earlier 
rcports as being disadvantaged in old age. In rural areas, although 
women work long hours compared to men, they earn less than 
40% of the average rural income (Togonu-Bickersteth, Akinnawo 
& Akinyele, 1996). Throughout her worlung life, a rural woman 
suffers limited access to, and control of productive resources such 
as land, credit and technology (WHO, 1996). This gender disparity 
in economic control becomes even more accentuated as a woman 
ages. 

Most female elders have scant resources that are highly valued. 
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The value of the exchange resources thcy havc (wisdom, 
experience, intuition) is not so self evident in social exchange 
terms. The women will therefore be involved in "unbalanced" 
relationships and dependence may manifest itself in psychological 
and other negative consequences. However, where the "powerful" 
other in the exchange regards helping or assisting as intrinsically 
rewarding and does so joyfully, no negative consequences accrue 
to the elderly recipient of assistance. Our  study ofYoruba female 
elders therefore examined the social network of thc elders 
focusing on three areas. 

How satisfied are these elderly females with the support 
they are receiving from different categories of network 
members? 
Is there any relationship between perceived supportiveness 
ofvarious network members and the health and feeling of 
general well-being ofthe female elderly? 

Which categories of elderly derive most or least satisfaction 
from their network associations? 

The study focused on the perceived social support and particularly, 
how satisfting the support is for the elderly. This was measured by 
asking the question: "How satisfied are you with the care and 
assistance being provided to you by the following; daughters, sons, 
male relatives, female relatives, spouse, friends, neighbours, in- 
laws and grandchildren?" The elder could add any other category 
not covered on the list. To each category of networks others, the 
response categories provided included: "Very satisfied, Satisfied, 
Not Satisfied, Hardly Ever Assist, and does Not Assist." Thus, we 



havc a picture ofcldcrs' satisfaction with each category of network 
mcn~bcrs. 

In addition, a composite score called "Total Satisfaction with 
Assistance" u7as cornputcd for each elder by treating the response 
catcgoncs as contlnlious data (assiigning 3 to "Very Satisfied," 2 to 
"Satisfied," 1 to "Not Satisfied," and Zero to "Hardly Ever Assist"). 
This means that t l ~ e  highest possible composite score is 30 for an 
clder who feels w r y  sat~sfied with all categories of network 
members and the lo\\~cst possible is Zero, for an elder who recei~ 
no assistance or no satisfaction from these others. 

As suggested in thc social support literature, (Antonucci and 
Jackson, 1987) wc cxpcctcd those who have satisfactory 
connections to their netcvork others to feel generally more positive 
about their old age. to have less objective-subjective indices of 
illness and to havc greater overall life satisfaction. The results of 
the analyses in which these suppositions were examined are 
prcsentcd below. In Table 5, we note that those who perceived their 
old age as very happy differed significantly from those who 
described their old age as sad in terms of their satisfaction with 
eight categories of nem:ork others as well as in their overall score of 
satisfaction with assi~tancc from others. Those who perceived 
their old age period as "sad" seemed however, to derive greater 
satisfaction from friends and neighbours compared to those who 
described their old age period as "happy." Overall, total satisfaction 
with assistance and pcrccrtion ofold age were significantly related. 
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Table 4: ANOVA: Perception of own old age I'criod and 
Satisfaction with Assistance from Nctwork othcrs 

Concerning the relationship between health status and satisfaction 
with assistance, there was a significant negative correlation 
between number of symptoms and total satisfaction with 
assistance (r=-19; pC0.05). Those who fclt satisfied with their 
supportive connections with the "network othcrs" seemed to have 
experienced fewer health problems. (Togonu-Bickcrstcth, 1998). 

Furthermore, in Table 5, we also found that those who described 
their own health as excellent seemcd to have satisfactory 
supportive linkages with all categories of network others. Again, 
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overall satisfaction with care from others and self-assessed health 
appears significantly related. 

Table 5: ANOVA: Self-Assessed Health and Satisfaction with 
Assistance from Network Others 

Lastly, wr. found a 1-nsitivc correlation between Life Satisfaction 
Score and Total Sntishction with Assistance. The higher the I 

satisfaction with assistnncc, the higher the feeling of life 1 

satisfaction (r=-0..33: p ~ 0 . 0 5 ) .  i 
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We further examined the possible impact of age and marital status 
on our findings. We found age to be positively correlated with the 
number of symptoms (r=0.32; p<0.05), negatively correlated to 
life satisfaction (r=0.22; p<0.05) but not related to total 
satisfaction with assistance (r=0.05, p>0.05). O n  the other hand. 
we found marital status to be negatively related to the number of 
symptoms experienced. The mean number of symptoms for 
married elders was 2.42 and widowed, 4.23 [F(1,156) = 14.09; 
P<0.001]. Marital status was also associated with perception of old 
age period; greater proportion of the married, than the widowed 
viewed the old age period as "very happy" (XL 42.27, df=2; 
P<O.001). 

In terms of relationship between marital statils and satisfaction 
with assistance from others, we note (Table 6) that marricd elders 
appeared to have received more satisfaction from all categories of 
networkothers than their widowed colleagues. The married elders 
also had a significantly higher overall score of total assistance 
satisfaction than the widows [F (1,156) =10.43; P<0.001]. We 
further examined the joint impact of the three variables (marital 
status, self assessed health and perception of ageing) that our 
results indicate are associated with assistance from others. Table 8 
presents our results. Among the married, those who enjoy 
excellent health and had a slightly happy perception of their old age 
appeared to enjoy the most satisfaction from their support network 
others (x= 19.6). Those who have good health and slightly happy 
perception of old age seemed to fare worst among the married 
group (x=7.57). Among the widows, excellent self-assessed health 
and slightly happy perception of old age was also associacrrl~:;i:h 
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high score in satisfaction with the assistance. The lowest score of 
zcro was for the widow with slightly good self-assessed health but 
sad perception of hcr old age. In general, however, those whose 
self-asscsscd healtl~ was low nnd whose pcrccption oftheir old age 
was negative received the lcast satisfactory support from their kith 
and Ian. 

Table 6: ANOVA: Elders' marital status by satisfaction with 
assistance received from various categories of network members 
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Table 7: Association bctween marital status, self-assessed health 
and perception of old age. 
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Our third research question was to attempt to build a profile, based 
on our data, of the type of elderly who appears to enjoy the most, 
and the type that enjoy the least satisfying linkages with their 
support network. To do this, we identified the two extreme groups: 
those who scored above 19 points in the total assistance satisfaction 
score as representing the high group and those who scored below 7 
as representing thc low group, and we attempted to differentiate 
between them. 

The first factor was location. Among those with high total 
satisfaction scores, the majority (6O0/0) was from Oshogbo, a 

middle-sized urban centre, followed by Ibadan (34.4%) and 
Akanran village (6.25%). O n  the contrary, among the low total 
satisfaction group, those from Ifc predominate (64.4%), followed 
at a long distance by Ibadan (22.2%).We also found that more 
(34.4%) of thc high satisfaction group had some education 
cornparcd with (1 5.5%) ofthe low satisfaction group. 

A second differentiating factor was marital status and the type of 
family arrangement and whether or not the woman and her 
husband were still economically active. Over 80% of the high 
satisfaction group was married, 46.7% of them was in 
lnonogamous marriages, 56.2% of them was still working and 
84.4% of their spouses was also still economically active. O n  the 
other hand, only 42.2% of the low satisfaction group was married, 
and 22.2% was in monogamous marriages, more (55.6%) ofthern 
was working but only37.8% oftheir husbands was still working. 

The high satisfaction group also seemed more involved in 
mutually balanced support exchanges with their siblings. They 
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have more of their siblings alive and exchange mainly visits, advice 
and moral support with one another. The low satisfaction group 
had less of their siblings alive and received from them tangible 
assistance like money and food and in return only gave occasional 
advice. 

In terms of health and general feeling of life satisfaction, the high 
total assistance group described their health more positively, 
experienced fewer numbers of symptoms and had higher life 
satisfaction scores. Significantly also, while 69% of the high total 
assistance satisfaction group perceived their old age period as very 
happy, only 27% of the low assistance satisfaction group described 
their old age period similarly. 

In summary, location, education, marital and other family 
variables, sibling relationships, and health and well-being status 

. . 
and overall perception of old age period differentiated the elderly 
in terms ofwhether they had high or low levels of satisfaction with 
assistance from others. Our  data analyses thus revealed three 
important pointers to the issue of social support networks of the 
current generation of elderly Yoruba females. It also raises some 
issues for the future scenario of social support in old age for those 
women who currently belong to what gerontologists call the 
"middle generation." First, our findings have made more 
questionable the myth of extended family care of the old in the 
Yoruba area. Our  research has shown that the most dependable 
members of an elder's family on whom she can count and from 
whom she receives satisfactory assistance are her children. Others 
either give no assistance or the type and quality of assistance that 
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does not fully satisfy the female elders. 

Furthermore, our study provides no confirmation for the 
conventional wisdom in gerontology that friends/confidants are 
important parts of female social support networks in old age. 
(Cantor, 1979; Arling, 1976). O n  the contrary 53.8% ofour elders 
claimed not to have any friends or confidants. Over sixty per cent 
of our elders (62.2%) received no assistance from friends and 
among the rest, only 13.9% described the assistance received from 
friends as satisfactory. Similarly, despite the fact that our sample of 
elders had lived most of their years in their immediate 
neighborhood, it is instructive that over half of them (54.4%) 
received no assistance from their neighbours. Being all women, a 

potential source of support to the elders are the in-laws, a general 
term for the elders own set of in-laws, derived from her marriage 
to that particular family and her in-laws derived from her 
children's marriage to outsiders. Here again, close to half (49.4%) 
of the study group received no assistance from in-laws. Two 
categories of network members whose assistance were found 
satisfying by the elders were male and female relatives. These were 
younger siblings who visit and/or bring occasional gifts of food and 
money to the elders. 

Given the centrality of children and the absence of other formal 
social welfare programmes for the old, it appears reasonable to 
surmise that as the aged live longer and increase in number, the 
ability ofthe children to sustain a qualitative level of assistance may 
be diminished. 

As noted in our introduction, most Yoruba women work almost 
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throughout their lifetime. In the past however, work in old age did 
not seem to have the compulsion that it does for this generation of 
old women (Fadipe, 1970). It is our contention that the need (as 

opposed to the desire) to work and earn income derives tiom the 
awareness by the women that the remittances from the children 
are no longer sufficient to meet their own needs. Most ofthem are 
aware of the many factors that compete for their children's 
earnings. They work because they have to work to augment what 
the children can provide. The wisdom of this action becomes 
obvious in periods when children are retrenched or suffer some 
economic reversal that prevents them from fulfilling their filial 
obligations for a period. 

As explained by the women, their trading does not bring in "big 
money" but it provides them spending money on a daily basis. It 
was also learnt during our survey that some ofthe women engaged 
in local informal and formal macro-credit schemes. Examples of 
the former are the daily contributions (Esusu). The most common 
formal example was the co-operative society (Egbe alajeseku). 
Relating to us the benefits of membership in these co-operative 
associations, the women said it gave them opportunity to borrow 
small amounts of money to buy agricultural products at harvest 
time or on market days and .resell at the local levels. We 
emphasized these points about the economic activity of the old 
because, being economically active provides for them a potential 
safety net when all else fails. It also predisposes them to feel less 

:pendent on others and therefore more likely to have more 
xitive stance towards whatever assistance they receive. 
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Another relevant issue relating to social support ofwomen relates 
to childlessness and what that status entails in later life, given the 
centrality of children to old age care. There are two types of 
childlessness-one which the woman bears and loses all her 
children and one in which she never had children. We found that 
female elders in our study had borne large numbers of children 
but few had surviving children. Some of the examples are the 80- 
year old woman who had eleven children 'but has only one 
surviving 42-year old son; another woman who had six children, 
five of whom died as young adults, each time, exactly a month 
before their wedding; and another woman lost five of her ten 
children. Some had children and lost them in old age: a 78-year old 
woman lost her only child five years before our survey; an 89-year 
old widow who has lost all her children, the most G e n t  one 
shortly after she was widowed. Then there are those who had no 
children at.all. Thus, there are various types of childlessness. The 
circumstances in which the status was thrust on the kdividual 
varied and tended to determine others' relationship with her. For 
example, those who lost their children in old age are most likely to 
have fully embedded themselves in their husband's households, to . 

have grandchildren and other surviving relatives deriving from the 
child or children, e.g., in-laws. These "childless individuals" were 
still residing in their husband's households and received some 
support from stepchildren. As revealed to us by the 89-year-old , 
childless widow mentioned earlier, "It is m y  stepchildren whosee to my  , 
weyare. I f 1  didn't tell you, you will never k n o w  that they are not really my  , 
o w n  children. " 

1 
The cases of those who never had children seemed more 
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precarious. They were all living within their own lineage and were 
being assisted by - their own relatives. Thus, being childless, 
whatever the origin, leaves the woman very little power to demand 
assistancg from others. The cultural obligations to take care of 
stepmothers are not as binding as the cultural obligation to take 
care of +e's mother. Thus, when others assist her, they are 

, 
perceived as doing her a favour. She also perceives it as a favour. 
This arra6gernent.is a'most unbalanced form of social exchange 
and the pychological consequences were very obvious in our 
sutvey. &,a group:.the six childless elders had the highest mean 
syrnptomo score (3.8) and had the lowest mean life satisfaction 
score (5.3. Four out of the six described their old age as "sad" and 
the rest, aq"slightlyhappyn 

Another issue concerning social support of women in old age 
pertains to the high probability ofwidowhood for women who live 
long enough. Widowhood does not generally affect aged males the 
way it affects females. Males and their cohorts tended to have 
multiple wives, as they were encouraged to remarry in cases where 
they lacked other wives. During our study among the Ondo 
Yoruba we were informed that it was better for a man to die before 
the wife because if the wife dies before him, then who would cook 
for him? (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1997). In our study, we found that 
marital status made a difference on a number of factors indicative 
ofgood life and certainly in the extent to which the elders received 
satisfactory assistance from network others. Widows had 
significantly more illness symptoms than the married. The former 
group had a mean of 4.2 and the latter 2.4 [F(1,156) = 14.09; p < 
0.001)]. Close to halfofthe widows described their old age as "sad" 
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and compared to the married and had lower life satisfaction score. 
They were also chronologically older than the married. 
Economically, the widows were less active than the married. They 
had less number of childrcn, less number of siblings alive and 
received fewer but more concrete assistance from the siblings. 
Despite this broad picture of need - old, not so well, few siblings, 
few childrcn - it is the widows who received generally less 
satisfactory assistance compared to the elders who are married. 
One can conclude that the widows are not well integrated into the 
informal social support system and definitely derive minimal 
satisfaction from the exchange interactions that they do have. 

The Youth's Perspective 
If, as argued by F~ncly, Roberts and Banahan (1988), attitudes of 
filial obligations are a product of the social and structural 
conditions in which a person lives, one can expect that the 
changing socio-economic conditions of our nation may affect 
youths eventual filial piety and expectations. Our  study examined 
this issue. We examined how university students define and 
characterize old age and the old (Togonu-Bickersteth & 

Alunnawo, 1989), and their filial responsibility expectations 
(Togonu-Bickersteth & Alunnawo, 1990). 

In understanding the likely future trend in intergenerational 
support, the use of university students has a number ofadvantages. 
First, based on Inkeles & Smith (1974) and Caldwell's (1979; 
1980) contention that schooling is the prime modernizer, then 
university students exposed as they are to modern ideas epitomize 
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the modern person. This modernity (if the assumption is true) 
should be rcflectcd in their perceptions of the old, their filial 
responsibility expectations and also in their expected behaviour in 
old age. Secondly, since these students are not yet "caregivers" 
thcir filial rcsponsibility expectations can be reasonably assumed 
to reflect a combination ofbeliefs, attitudes and values which they 
would have acquired through interactions with significant others 
In their own unique family living situations and those acquired 
from the wider society (peers, schools, other socialization agents 
and the global environment). Further still, since it is widely 
known that growing up together at around the same historical 
pcriod tends to generate some similarities in the attitudes, values 
nnd world vicw of individuals (EGrnmel 1980), thc students' 
responses would also to some extent reflect this cohort effect and 
lead to an appreciation of how pcople of thcir cohort vicw old age 
and what they bclicve to be their duty towards their cldcrly parents 
and their future expectations from thcir own children. 

Our research findings reveal that contrary to Euro-American 
findings in which the old are negatively viewed by the non-old 
(Barron, 1953, Roso, 1962; Tuckrnan & Lorge, 1953) the attitudes 
of youths in our sample wcre generally positive. The majority 
described old people as generally lund, wiser and more 
r~ndcrstanding than the non-old (Table 8). 
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Table 8: Perception of Old andYoung byYoung People. 

2 CleanDirty 

3 Innoccnt/Guilty 

4 NormallStrango 

5 Sinceretinsincere 

6 WisclFoolish 

7 ValuableiWorthless 

8 SafRlDangerous 

9 HappyISad 

10 RichPoor 

1 I FairRTnfair 

12 lntelligcntllgnorant 

13 PredictablelUnpredic 

14 LcnicntIStrict 

I SHcalthyISick 

1 6 StrongAVcak 

17 RuggcdIDelicate 

18 Relsxcd/Tensc 

19 Passive/Active 

20 Past/Slow 

2 1 W a d C o l d  

MEAN EVALUATION 

MEAN POTENCY 

MJZAN ACTIVITY 

In a related study (Togonu-Bickersteth and Akinnawo, 1990) in 
which we examined the perception of the old by Nigerian and 
Indian university students, we observe that both groups felt it was 
their responsibility to assist their elderly parents financially. 
wowever we observe that the Indian students described old people 
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as generally sad while the Nigerian students describcd old people 
as "happy." The evaluation of the old as "sad" by Indian studcnts 
fits the picture ofwhat is known about the emotional price which 
Indian elderly are paying for co-residence with adult childrcn 
(Goldstein, Schuler & Ross, 1983; Biswas, 1985). Most Nigcrian 
students we interviewed report paying only occasional visits to 
their grandparents during holidays. Such visits are oftcn short in 
duration and usually characterized by indulgent behavior on the 
part of the grandparent towards the grandchild, and the student 
who sees the old in this celebratory mood most ofthe time is likcly 
to characterize the old as happy. 

Thus from our analyses, we argue that cvcn among two 
developing societies each ofwhich placcs high priority on support 
of the old, the imputations of certain attributes and not others to 
the old in each is determined by the particular organization of 
family residential pattern, intra-family economic relations and by 
the type ofinteractions these arrangements encourage. 

Our study of Nigerian students attempted to clicit from the 
students their expectations dur ing  old age o n  four 
issues-expectations regarding financial assistance from their own 
children, living arrangements with their sons/daughtcrs and 
continued economic activities even after retirement, and what 
they fear or positively anticipate during their own old age. The 
students expected monthly financial assistance from thcir 
children during old age and expect that their children will visit 
them often. They also believe they will have to engage in active 
employment even after retirement in order to be financially 



c-oriiti>rtablc i l l  old age. I-Iowcvcr, thosc studcnts who vicwcd old 
;lgc riiorc positively and cndorscd the norm of financial assistance 
t o  aged parcrlts were thosc who fclt it was r~nlikcly that thcywould 
cspcct financial assistallcc from thcir childrcn whcn old. It is 
~ r l ~ c l c a r  wlict l~cr  this cxpcctation of  old agc financial 
ilidcpcndcncc from cliildrcn ariscs out of the inner feeling that 
tllcir cllildi-crl wor~ld liot bc ns dcpcrldablc financially or  that thc 
st~rdcnts, being idealistic bclicvc that thcy would have planncd so 
wcll tbr tlicir old ngc that t l~cywould not llavc to fi~lancially rcly on 
tl~cir cli i ldrc~~. 

Tlic coni~iioncst fears of bcing old/old agc cqrcsscd by thc young 
were dcpc~ldcncy, (40.7%). chronic illness (30.1%), widowhood 
:irid lonclincss arising from ncglcct by oftipring (15%), and 
Iicnrlicss of' dcntli (8.8%). Promincrlt among thc positive 
nliticipations Iicld by thc youths about thcir own old agc wcrc 
having cchildrcn arid grandchildren around (35.4%), frccdom from 
financial obliptiolls to own childrcn (24.8%) and more leisurc 
tiriic ( 10.8%). In ollr s t~ ldy  of thc cldcr's pcrccption ofwhat rnakcs 
f i ~ -  llappilicss or sadness in old age, over 90% of the aged sample 
rioted that linvillg dutifi~l cliildrcrl ~nakes for happiness and having 
110 cliild niakcs fi>r sadness in old agc (Togonu-Bickcrstcth, 1986). 
T1i:lt the issuc of liavi~ig children and gandchildrcn around 
tcaturcd so proniir~critlv in our young samplc's picturc of a good 
old age attcsts to tllc pcrvnsivcrlcss of tllc bclicf that offspring arc 
~~lvaluablc assets to old people. 

Tliat c11iiciicssi;css or ncglcct by childrcn can lead to dcstitution i 
old ~c for tlic Nigcrinn urban ascd has bccn cmpiricall 
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confirmed by the fact that over 90% of thc current rcsidcnts of old 
pcoples' homes in the country are thosc without living children or 
caring relatives. But givcn that our samplc of young arc all 
cducated and arc likely to cngagc in salaricd cmploymcnt which 
will most likcly includc pcnsion arrangcmcnts, onc suspccts that 
their desire to be surrounded by offspring later in life is one that 
springs from socio-cmotional reasons rathcr than from purcly 
cconomic ones. This interprctation is based on the result that 
while 46% of thc females expressed the hope of being surrounded 

- 

by offspring, 35% of thc males expressed thc hopc that by thcir old 
agc, they will be free of all financial obligations towards thcir 
children. The sex differences in the "hoped for" relationship 
bctwccn the aged and offspring reflect the sexual division of 
parenting rolc extant in the typical Nigerian setting whcrc thc 
fnthcr is perceived as the breadwinner and the mother, thc 
caregiver. Whilc fcmalc rcspondcnts sec continuity into old agc of 
this traditional rolc assignment for thcmselvcs, thc malcs cxpect a 
cessation or a reduction in thc obligations attached to their role as 
breadwinner. 

Concerning the dreaded potential consequences of old age 
cqrcsscd by our sample, one notes that some increased awarcness 
of one's mortality is a universal generalized human concern as one 
contcmplates the idea of growing old. However, the other more 
spccific fears rcflect the existing cultural patterns and particularly 

l pct>plc. rcspondcnts' evaluation of the plight of those currently occupying 
lcrlcct hL1 cllildrcn can lcad to destitution in thc agcd status. For example, in the United States where studies 
gcrim tlrban aged has bccn ~mpirically have shown that persons over 65 arc more likely to expcriencc 

"prcdatory incidcnts" as compared to othcr age groups (Antunec, 
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et al. 1977) almost to the extent that most aged are prisoners in fi 
their own homes, it will not be surprising should one find out that c; 
for a young person in that society fear of crime against the self. 

ci 
comcs to hisher mind as he contemplates old age. 

0 

" 

acilitie 

Within the Nigerian social context, since there are no nursing or CI 

convalescent h o ~ r c r  where medically dependent elderly might be . T 

cared for, the burden of any illness in old age is usually borne 
(financially and emotionally) by the adult children and relatioris. 
Should the illnms be chronic or debilitating, it is not uncommon 
for the aged to be mmoved from the rural residence where he/she 
has spent the mcatcr.part of hisher life, to an urban center where 
the medical f .s are concentrated. Typically, adult children- 
will help the t locate the appropriate health facility , link 
himher to it, follow the parent to the hospital to help him/hyr ur i 

navigate the confusing, bewildering and intimidating atmosphere " 
ha 

of the hospital. Should the parent be admitted, it is the adult child d!' 
who must "hang around" in case the parent needs to buy 0: 

medications or other medical needs not available within the inr 

hospital. In some cases the adult child or a family member may , 
nC 

need to sleep over around the hospital or come early in the th; 

morning to the hospital to assist a bed ridden elderly parent with th' 

matters of personal hygene. Worse still, the chronically ill aged li" 

may be moved from one child to another in order to share the cu 

burden of care more equitably. Usually, the more the number of sti 

children shares the burden, the less likely it is for any particular 
child to feel overburdened and to experience intolerable caregiver t l l l  

strain. But, oftentimes, this process of sharing creates intra- 
familial tensions and discord. Some children may blame the others 
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the ekqent that most aged are prisoners in for not contributing enough. Meanwhile, the sick old person feels 
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creates economic and emotional strains for the elder's caregivers. 
This explains why sickness in old age would be a dreaded thing. 

SUMMARY OF THE NEW REALITIES 
Mr. Vice Chancellor, the weight ofresearch evidence indicates that 
for Nigeria, ageing is not an emergency. The si'gns have been there 
since 1980's. The evidence is that Nigeria has a fast growing 
population and that the proportion of the elderly is increasing and 
will continue to increase at a much accelerated rate. Our  research 
has provided evidence ofthe consequences of the socio-economic 
dynamics on the care ofthe old, now and in the foreseeable future. 
One of the new realities is that parent care is becoming 
increasingly "adult children's care" and no longer the idealized 
notion of care ofthe old by the emended family. Another reality is 
that though the norm of filial responsibility is not yet diminished, 
the adult child's ability to provide satisfactory care is greatly 
limited. Another new reality is that our health care system, as 
currently organized (in terms of human and material resources), is 
still unprepared for the ageing of the population, and particularly 
for the increase in non-communicable diseases. As is, we are yet to 
turn the corner on eliminating communicable disease. Still 
another reality is that the current middle generation of Nigerians 
has to expend higher levels ofresources to launch their offspring to 
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functional independence, given the current high rate of youth 
unemployment. Moreover the new realities of the increase in 
geographical distance between parents and their offspring means 
the absence of intimate others that this current middle generation 
can run to when they inevitably have to make a "reverse migration" 
to children's homes, i.e., if they becomc incapacitated or need 
personal, intimate care. We need to face the challenges and 
opportunities presented by these new realities. We need to think 
about preparing for old age on both an individual and societal level. 
We start by looking at what the country needs to attend to on this 
issue. 

WAY FORWARD 
National Level 
Many reasons account for the current neglect ofthe issue ofageing 
in our country. One is the competing demand for scarce safety net 
resources from other population groups, the youth, the newborns, 
the adults and particularly by women in reproductive ages. The 
country is beset with the challenge of "youth bulge." According to 
the recent statistics, 60% ofNigerian population is under the age of 
30 years and close to 40% of these youth is unemployed (National 
Bureau of Statistics, 2010). This high youth unemployment poses 
economic as well as security challenges to the country. In addition, 
the implication is that the generation that will retire in 2050 is the 
current youth bulge and given the limited employment 
opportunities available to the young now, many of them may be 
entering their old age or  retirement period with limited resources 
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to sustain them. Also making the ageing issue seem less important 
is the high maternal and infant mortality rates. Available figures for 
201 1 show that 80% of the world's Under-Five-Deaths occurs in 
only 25 countries and about half in only five countries-India, 
Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Pakistan, and China. 
More disturbing is the fact that India and Nigeria together account 
for more than a third of Under-Five Deaths Worldwide 
(UNICEF, 2014). A recent newspaper report on maternal 
mortality raises similar alarm. There are claimed to be 52,000 cases 
of maternal deaths in Nigeria annually and the report further 
calculates this to mean that an average of 45 women died every day 
during the first quarter of 2013 (Oloyede, 2013). Thus, ageing in 
Nigeria is occurring against a background of social and economic 
hardship, widespread poverty, high rates ofyouth unemployment, 
high infant maternal mortality, a heightened feeling of insecurity 
and the challenges ofHTV/AIDS. 

These and other competing demands on the attention and 
resources ofgovernment may account for the scant attention being 
paid to the issue of ageing. Other reasons that have been adduced 
include lack of awareness of the importance of addressing 
population ageing and lack of political will for long range planning 
(Aboderin, 2005). 

The consequences of continuing to play the "ostrich" are 
becoming apparent as revealed by Nigeria's "report card' on the 
2013 Global AgeWatch Index report on the global survey ofquality 
oflife of the older persons (HelpAge,2013). The Global AgeWatch 
lndcx is the first global index to rank countries according to the 
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social and ccononiic wcllbcing of older people. The Index is fast 
becoming a central reference point for governments, employers, 
civil society, communities concerned with the issue ofageing. 

Nigeria's Report card on the Index provides some useful 
information that should constitute a "wakeup call" to the country 
on the issue of ageing. The Report Card shows that Nigeria ranks 
85 out of the 91 countries studied and ranks in the sixth position 
among eight African countries (Figure 5). 

Figure 5: GLOBAL AGEWATCH INDEX 
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The report further reveals that even though Nigeria has the 
highest GDP among the eight indexed African countries, she ranks 
the third lowest for income security O n  this domain, the Report 
concludes that "the present generation of older Nigerians has not 
benefited i. tbstantive way from the country's wealth, even 
from initia. :h as expansion of education during the 1970s" 
(Helpage, 2013a:32). Nigeria ranks 84 in the health domain, 70 in 
the employment and education domain and 76 in the enabling 
environment domain (Table 9). 
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1-1 STATUS. VALTJE 26.41 100 84 These figures confirm the unfavorable quality of life for the old in 
RANK Nigeria. Given this situation, what are the critical elements that 

should be of academic, research and policy concerns in order to 
position the country for the current and future challenges of 
ageing? It is essential that the country benefit from the w: ..,; ,:;t, jq ; .ooo~~ci i ih .  - ,. ,,, n!,,,n :. Li\ Cr y~ ,,VI,O tccl !!xi: life has meaning "demographic dividend" of a large number of people of prime 
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cnmpJvcr. w1:h people aged 3549 who feel the same. 
Thc ~ndrcator measures seliasscssed mental health. 

working age, who if gainfully employed would be able to support a 
growing number of older persons in the future. 
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instance, a review of research conducted on ageing and health 
between 1995 and 2003 in selected African countries, including 
Nigeria, concluded that even though some good research has been 
done on various topics by a wide spectrum of disciplines, yet the 
coordination, collation and completeness of existing data are still 
inadequate to accurately and reliably inform policy formulation 
and implementation (WHO, 2003). Indeed the argument by 
Cooper, Osotimehin, Kaufman & Forrester (1998) that lack of 
valid and reliable body ofdata on the physical, social and economic 
wellbeing of older persons places policy makers and planners at a 
disadvantage is well borne out by the report concerning Nigeria's 
first attempt at formulating a National Policy on care of the old in 
2003. Asagba (2005) reports that the only research evidence 
available at the time was limited in scope and lacked rigour or 
accuracy. Thus, according to the author the attempt at policy 

Global Agewatch Index2013. making was limited by the unavailability of comprehensive or in 
depth understanding of older people's situations or its 
implications. It has been argued that the absence of valid and 
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vidence based policies and more damaging still, is that the absence 
f information on the old may inadvertently exclude old age 

~oncerns from mainstream national planning efforts (Togonu- 
Bickersteth, 2010; Togonu-Bickersteth &Akinyemi, 2014). 
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R :eded to clarify the problem, frame the 
o 3blems and to guide how the options will 
be implemented, Illullltured and evaluated. It is essential that new 
data, preferably of an interdisciplinary nature, be collected on 
different aspects of ageing in Nigeria. A national comprehensive 
interdisciplinary survey of the elderly in Nigeria is needed from 
which picture of the elderly in Nigeria will emerge. Subsequently, 
collecting, storing, aggregating, disaggregating, disseminating data 
on the situation of the elderly on a regular basis should be 
undertaken by the appropriate government agencies which will 
also have the obligation of monitoring and reporting trends at 
specified intervals (Kowal, Wolfoson & Dowd, 2000). The 
dynamic nature of the data will sensitize policy makers to the 
influence/impact of national and local human development 
initiatives on the quality of life of the old. In addition, appropriate 
social interventions will be informed by facts and not some 
imagined perception of what the elderly need. Furthermore, the 
availability of baseline data and its regular updates will be a vital 
step towards a true understanding of the ageing situation in 
Nigeria. 

Another important function of a dynamic national data set is the 
opportunity it will offer for research by post graduate students and 

/ 
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function of a dynamic national data set is the 
) f c r  for research by post graduate students and 

scholars from various disciplines interested in the study of ageing 
and the elderly. Currently, a number of scholars are working in 
different parts of the country on diverse topics in their areas of 
interest but because of funding limitations, very few national or 
even regional cross disciplinary and multidisciplinary researches 
on ageing in the country has been conducted. The availability and 
accessibility of the data set will pave way for knowledge building in 
Gerontology, and the emergence of theories on ageing derived 
from our local contexts. In addition, useful research for policy 
making and planning should not only be interdisciplinary, but 
should facilitate international comparisons so that Nigeria can take 
advantage of global best practices while being sensitive to its own 
peculiarities. Thus, ageing research and knowledge utilization will 
be enhanced with the availability of reliable, dynamic national data 
base. This will be possible if funds are available for research and 
training of appropriate personnel. 

In addition to creating the dynamic data base on ageing and the 
elderly, a number of emerging issues are suggested for closer study 
by researchers. Among these is the need to describe and 
understand 'the new forms of non-familial support groups 
available and being used by the elderly. An empirical study of these 
informal groups will be useful in identifj.lng features of these 
groups which can be strengthened and replicated and those feature 
which need closer scrutiny in order to minimize the opportunities; 
for elder abuse. 

Another emerging area that should be of interest is the 
phenomenon of reverse migration by some retireaold individuals 
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back to the rural areas. We need to study the diversities of motives 
behind the reverse migration and its consequences on 
intergenerational relationship and quality of life ofthe returnees. 

A third area which needs closer attention is the issue of parent care 
giving by female adult children. Research from other countries 
have demonstrated that when caring for an ageing parent, even the 
most devoted adult child caregiver will at times feel depressed, 
resentful, angry or guilty (Cavanaugh 2001 & Stephensetal, 2001). 
Studies have also shown that in terms of timing in the life course, 
caring for a parent typically coincides with women's peak 
employment years. Also, usually most women caring for parents 
are also mothers, wives and employees. Studies have shown that 
while parent care can be rewarding, the combination ofthese roles 
and the stresses they bring creates negative psychologcal and 
financial outcomes for the adult female caregwers. We need to 
study this phenomenon for its effect on the mental health of the 
female caregiver and the consequences of this on the quality of 
family life ofthe adult child. 

A fourth area needing further research is the emerging 
phenomenon of "skipped generation families" in the semi-urban 
centers. Skipped generation families are families in which 
grandparents raise children and parents are absent from the 
household. There is evidence that there is an increase in this form 
of family arrangement, particularly in our local Ile-Ife community 
Scholars from other countries (Bullock, 2005, Crowder & 

Rodriguez 2003; MinkLer & Driver, 1997; Grindstead, Leder & 
Bond, 2003: Kelly, 1993, Minkler & Fuller-Thornson, 1999; 
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Minkler, Rose & Price, 1992; Myers, Kropf & Robinson, 2002, 
Sands & Goldberg-Glen, 2000) have stressed largely the 
deleterious effect ofthis family set-up on the health and feelings of 
life satisfaction of the aged. The effect of this family arrangement 
on the health and v7eII being of the grandparents and the 
psychosocial development of the grandchildren in our society 
need to be studied. 

Another major area deserving attention ifthe country is to improve 
its ageing preparedness profile is in the building of the human 
capacities needed to respond to the challenges of ageing. Ageing is 
an issue that cuts across all disciplines. Psychology, Sociology, 
Economics, Architecture, Communication, Nursing, Biomedical 
sciences, and Demography, among many others have made 
important contributions to understanding the ageing of 
individuals and ageing of societies. Currently, very few universities 
in the country offer postgraduate programmes in this field. The 
National Universities Commission's current effort at developinga 
curriculum in Gerontology is a welcomed development 
(Olugbile, 2013: 48). Further efforts must also be made to 
mainstream ageing concerns into every aspect of the -University's 
mandate ofteaching, research and community services. 

and parents are absent from the Of particular concern in the area of capacity gap is the paucity of 
evidence that there is an increase in this form trained medical personnel in Geriatrics. It is reported that in 
nt, particularly in our local Ile-Ife communit~. Nigeria, as in much of Africa, the burden of disease at old ages is 
ier countries (Bullock, 2005, Crowder & compounded by continued high levels of communicable diseases, 
iinkLer EL Driver, 1997; Grindstead, J-~der & increased level of chronic disease, high rates of injury 2nd violence 
. 1993, Minkler & Fuller-Thornson, 1999; .as well as disease ofpoverty (WHO, 2003). The current health care 
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system though still greatly deficient, provides some level of 
resources to the health needs of the younger age groups but seems 
neglectful of the health needs of the aged. Specifically, none ofthe 
Nigerian medical schools currently runs a Residency programme 
in Geriatrics. (The Tony Annenih Geriatric Centre in the 
University Teaching Hospital which provides a one-stop medical 
facility for the elderly is a good start).Yet it is becoming evident that 
as more and more people attain old age and spend longer time in 
old age their medical needs are likely to change. Chronic, non- 
communicable diseases are likely to be more prevalent among the 
goup  and there is thus a need to train the specialist doctors and 
other medical professionals, paraprofessionals and technicians 
with expertise to provide appropriate medical and allied services 
that will enhance the quality of life of the elderly. Since early life 
style choices often affect the quality of health in old age, it is also 
wise for government to focus attention on public enlightenment 
campaigns about this issue. It is essential that medical personnel be 
trained to provide services to older persons at the primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels. As most of the elderly are resident in 
rural areas it is important that medical personnel at the primary 
health level be equipped to respond to the needs ofthe elderly. 

In order to effectively provide the knowledge base for a greater 
understanding of the old in the country and to build necessary 
synergywithin and between disciplinary perspectives on the issue, 
there is a need for effective networlang among researchers in the 
field. The current "silo" orientation to research on ageing cannot 
advance the field. There is a need for academics in the field to come 
together to form a Nigerian Gerontological Society, The Society, 

> 
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through its annual conferences can create a credible platform 
where researchers can exchange ideas and insights, where issues 
about ageing can be discussed from diverse disciplinary 
perspectives and where government policies can be analyzed and 
proposals for interventions critically examined. The Society will 
facilitate the publication of a dedicated Journal on Ageing and 
Occasional Papers on emerging issues in ageing in Nigeria. 
Through these processes-training of requisite academic and 
professional staff, research collaborations across disciplines, 
presentation of research outputs in academic/professional public 
space, and publication of research outputs in learned journals, 
accessible to academic and policy makers -a community of scholars 
on the issue of ageing can be built. 

One of the factors possibly responsible for the neglect of the issue 
of ageing is the absence of consistent, effective advocacy by the 
elders themselves. Currently, there are many associations of 
retired persons across professional lines: association of retired 
nurses, association of retired teachers, etc. This is a good 
development as it enables the formation of an "iron triangle" of 
individuals, organizations and groups that have stakes in policies 
affecting the members. However, there are some cross cutting 

les on ageing which affect all groups, e.g., the issue of health 
vision for the old, transportation, housing, and other policy 
;es with potentials for affecting the old and for which a unified 
:e will be more effective. There is therefore a need for an 
brella organization to which the different associations can 
liate and which will serve as a stronger voice on such cross 
:ing issues affecting all older people in the country. An example 
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of such association is the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP), founded in 1958 but which has now become an 
influential interest group in the American political landscape, and 
particularly in health care m:,iters. Similarly, despite being one of 
the poorest countries, Bolivia is reported to have a progressive 
policy environment for old people because of the concerted 
pressure from oldcr persons. It has a National Plan ofAction on 
Ageing, free health care for the old and a non-contributory 
universal pension providing $30 per month for all people 60 years 
and over (Helpage, 2013). 

In the area of family carelsocial support for the old, it is becoming 
increasingly clear that the informal system of care is under stress 
from many angles. The most recent National Bureau of Statistics 
Survey revealed a trend which has been reported in the past but 
which seems to be intensifying and with worrisome consequences 
for family based care of the old. The data reveals that women are 
getting married later than they did in the past. Accordingly a 
sizeable numbcr of these women that would have gotten married 
and stayed out of the labor market by being housewives are 
entering the labour market pendingwhen they will get married. At 
the same time due to positive gender empowerment policies and 
improvement in female education, women are not only getting 
married later but also arc increasingly becoming more insistent on 
financial independence and consequently entering the labour 
market and demanding more jobs than previously. The global 
crisis also affected the growth of disposable income in some 
families prompting families with previously just one working 
member being forced to send other family members for example, 
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previollsly housewives, into the labour market to look for work to 
supplement household income.(National Bureau of Statistics, 
201 1). Our  studies have confirmed that women are key to old age 
care in Nigeria and their increasing participation in formal 
employment therefore raises a need to closely examine the issue of 
social support to the old within the family set up. 

olde: 
that 
cont - 

Hou 
for F 

Our studies among adult children in the Yoruba speaking areas 
have clearly demonstrated that the care of the old is becoming the 
responsibility, not of the extended family, but of adult children 
(Togonu-Bickersteth, 1989). Those adult children, mainly 
daughters, who are still able to take care of their old parents and 
relations, can be provided with supports that enable them to keep 
the old at home for as long as possible. Such support may include 
deliberately capacitating interested adult children and other 
relevant family with knowledge and slulls needed for caring for 
frail elderly. It may also include, in lund assistance such as 
subsidized transportation, medication for the elderly. Secondly, 
the reality on ground suggests that a considerable number of the 
elderly have fallen through the safety nets, they are homeless and 
can be found begging on the streets (Togonu-Bickerstcth et al, 
1997). The national government has no provision whatsoever for 
this category of elderly. Some state governments run old people's 
homes for this category of old people. Lagos State has one of the 
. . 

st of such homes and recent interviews with the staff indicate 
a large percentage of the residents is destitute having lost 
act with all family members and nowhere else to turn to. 
lever an interesting observation is that increasingly enquiries 
~lacement are now being made by "successful" adult children 
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who have the funds for care but whose life styles leave little space 
and time for the care offhe old. While some of the adult children 
may be economically endowed enough to hire a caretaker to care 
for their aged parents, yet this arrangement if not properly 
supervised, leaves the aged at the mercy of the care taker who may 
knowingly or unknowingly subject the aged to psychological or 
physical abuse (Aderanti, 2014). Studies by researchers in Akwa 
Ibom State (Akpan & Umobong, 2013), Lagos State (Sijuwade, 
201 8), Enugu State (Asogwa & Igbokwe, 2010), Ekiti State (Ola & 

Olalekan, 2012), indicate that elder abuse, once an anathema, is 
becoming common. Ajomale (2007) has averred that there might 
be underreporting of elder abuse because the victims, being 
dependent on others for care, are likely to be afraid to disclose such 
matters in order not to provoke the wrath oftheir caregivers. 

This brings 11s to the issue of desirability or otherwise of Elder 
Care homes in our society. The general feeling is that such formal 
residentla1 arrangements are antithetical to our cultural value of 
caring for the old. This perception may be borne out of the mass 
media portrayal of residents of old people's homes as abandoned 
individuals with no hope. This unfortunately may be true to some 
extent. It may also be borne out of the collective guilt feelings or 
the unwillingness to admit that some old people have actually 
fallen through the safety nets and do indeed need some custodial 
care. There are currently thirteen Old People's Homes in the 
country with five of them in Lagos State. With increasing numbers 
of elderly juxtaposed with diminished capability of adult care 
givers to pro~ridr help, it appears inevitable that some form ofnon- 
familial care arrawements mav be necessary for some elderly. 
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A "warehouse" approach for an ageing population where the 
elderly are progressively moved from their homes to retirement 
communities, to nursing homes, to hospital and eventually to 
mortuary is not being advocated here. However there is a clear 
possibility of different homes and scenarios of formalized care and 
support for the old which enables them to be fully integrated into 
national developmental framework, preserves their dignity, and 
enhances their quality of life. 

Where policy decision has the appearance of contradicting revered 
values, a less offensive approach for implementation may be 
incrementalism; focusing on those areas ~ rh i ch  can yield "low 
hanging fruits." In this wise, governmcnt could start with 
promoting nonresidential institutions wherc the elderly can go in 
the morning and return in the evening - almost an equivalent of a 

creche, also called Senior Citizen's Community Centres in some 
countries. I am reliably informed that AGES (Nigerian Chapter) 
has a plan to establish such an institution in Ibadan, and similar 
institutions are already in Lagos and some of our major cities. 
While there the elderlywill have opportunity to interact with other 
people, have basic simple health checks - blood pressure, blood 
sugar, and provided with information to help them cope with 
health challenges in order to keep physically and mentally fit. 
Provision of this service will bring big relief to worlung adult 
children and will enhance the quality oflife ofthe elderly. 

An0 
ill a1 
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ther platform is needed for the elderlywho may be chronically 
~d mav require long: term, end-of-life medical cum nursing , & L, " 

,. which cannot be ~rovided within the doniestic familv setting 
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without compromising the dignity of the old and increasing the 
burden of care on working adult children. Such s e ~ c e s  may be in 
form of home health care in which skilled home nursing care is 
provided for the elderly in hisher normal residence on designated 
days during the week. It may also be in form of skilled nursing 
residential facility in which 24 hour supervision, assistance, meals 
and health care is provided to the elderly. In terms of funding and 
institutional arrangement, there is room for public-private 
partnerships in the provision of extended care facilities. The 
overall aim is that various levels of care should be provided to 
supplement the care by the family, to encourage adult to provide 
the care for the elderly for as long as possible in their homes 
without compromising.their own quality of life, and the provision 
of end of life support services that preserves the dignity of the old 
person. A number of faith-based and nongovernmental 
organisations are already involved in old age care provision, 
including residential hospice care. Government can support these 
organisations by setting minimum standards, monitoring their 
activities and providing reasonable subventions to assist thl 
their activities. 

Furthermore, to the extent that some ofthese chronic diseases that 
come up in old age are related somewhat to early life style choices, 
public enlightenment campaigns by public health ofices can be 
designed and disseminated to retarQpostpone the early onset of 
these diseases. Also, because the diseases are not curable but 
treatable, tend to be lifelong in duration, and likely to be expensive, 
there is a need for government assistance to those elderly who may 
--+ 5e able to afford the treatment. Currently, the National Health 

6 
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Insurance Scheme has provided coverage at N15,000 annual 
subscriptions for retired workers who did not register while 
employed. The old who worked in the informal sector are yet to be 
included. 

The most critical need of the old and one of the distinguishing 
characteristics of countries highly rated in the global watch on the 
quality of life of the elderly is income security. Table 10 shows the 
percentage ofelderly living in poverty in Nigeria. 

Table 10:-Percentage of the population living in poverty by age in 
selected sub - Saharan African Countries. 

Source: Kakwani and Subbarao 2005 
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7ftc 
It is reasonable to expect that those who have lived in poverty all 

quc 
their lives will enter old age with profound cumulative 
disadvantage. Indeed, the Madrid Plan of Action is premised on !rial 
the observation that where poverty is endemic, persons who 
survive a lifetime of poverty often face an old age of deepening T,en 
poverty. This appears to be the case in Nigeria. According to the 

qler 
National Bureau of Statistics, about 112 million Nigerians live - 
below poverty line (National Bureau of Statistics, 2012). The 111 11 

percentage is higher among the female elderly. The recent World 
Bank report noted that a decade of high economic growth had not 
translated into much welfare improvement for the generality of ''rSl 

the country's citizens. The report also noted the fact that poverty Cn1F 

rates were particularly high in the rural areas (World Bank, 2013). 
W ~ t h  specific rcference to the old in Nigeria, the poverty rate :lid 

among them is significantly higher than the national rate on I'e!?! 

account ofvariety of reasons referred to earlier on. The Agewatch Dart 

global report notes that even though Nigeria has the highest GDP the 

among the eight African Indexed countries, she ranks third for ens1  

income security of the old. This is principally because only 5% of 
people over 65 is receiving any form of pension. Specifically, the 
group of the elderly who were engaged in the agriculture or the 
informal labour market has no pension to revert to in old age. 
While their case seems to be the most serious as there is no  la^' 

expectation of any pension payments, the case of those elders who 
retired before the promulgation of the National Pension Act of 'no' 

2004 is as reprehensible. 

7 pen! 
nddi 

The stories of the suffering ofthis category of the old are very well 
known. Some have yet to receive their gratqity or pension ten years 
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after they have disengaged from government. Some died on the 
queue while waiting for verification processes needed to 
authenticate their claims. A number also died from penury and 
inability to procure the medical services needed for managing their 
health challenges. The recent news about the looting of the 
pension funds leaves little hope that the situation will improve 
significantly. 

I n  light of the gross unreliability of the earlier pension system and 
its fiscal burden, the 2004 Pension Act was a welcon~e 
development. It is a contributory pension scheme for employees of 
organizations with 10 or more staff with the employee and 
employer contributing 7.5% each to their selected regstered 
Pension Fund Administrator. The  concern about the possible 
maladministration ofthis new scheme is being addressed with the 
I'ension Reform Bill of 2013 recently signed by the President and 
pnrticularly the introduction of the "fit and proper person" test in 
tlic Bill (PTAD). The new arrangement will, among other things, 
ensure the security of the pension funds and direct payments of 
pensioners' money into their accounts. It will also ensure that in 
addition to years of cognate experience, only honest people with 
integrity will be appointed as CEO of the Pencom. However, 
promising as the scheme is, it does not cover an overwhelming 
majority of Nigerians who work in the informal sector. It is 
important to note that the Census figures reveal that in Nigeria, 
most ofthe elderly males are to be found in the agricultural sector 
and most of the elderly females in petty trading. These two 
categories as well as a large number of other operators in the 
informal sector are not currently covered by the National Pension 
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scheme. These categories of older persons are very dependent on 
the resources from their adult children most of whom have 
enough challenges coping with their own immediate needs and 
therefore may be unable to meet these expectations (Togonu- 
Bickersteth, 1998). The country needs a well-reasoned Social 
Pension scheme to provide safety nets for those who are not 
covered by the contributory pension scheme. 

Nigeria is a signatory to  the  International  Labour 
Recommendation No. 202 of 2012 in which member countries 
expressed their commitment towards m a l n g  social security 
coverage a reality. It is therefore time for the country to conside 
the introduction of social pension to ensure a more inclusive 
pattern of economic growth (ILO, 2012). Nigeria can borrow 
from the experiences of countries in the samelsimilar economic 
band-South Africa, Brazil, Botswana and India. In Botswana the 
universal old age pension covers 5% of its 65+ elders, paying then 
the equivalent of $24 monthly. Brazil's rural old age pension cover 
over 6 million beneficiaries to whom it pays $87/month. South 
Africa old age pension covers 6% of its elderly population, 
providing them a benefit of $93/month as at 2003. Expenditures on 
the scheme as a percentage of GDP in each of these countries art 
0.4%, 1.0% and 1.4% respectively. In these three countriel 
universal pensions are limited to the very old and provide low l e ~  
of benefit. This keeps the cost down and ensures that the less pc 
may find that collecting the pension is not worth their whi 
Studies from South Africa (Ferreira, 2006, Moller, 2011) ha 
attested to the transformative power of pension payment to t 
elderly, for the physical and psychological well being of the old a 
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There is evidence that Nigeria can afford the introduction of social 
pension as African countries with lower resource base than 
Nigeria are able to do so. Data from Pensionwatch gives 
indications on the projected costs of universal pension in Nigeria. 
depending on coverage and levels of payment. With 7,793,000 
people who are 60 years and over and receiving benefits at N10,000 
per month, the annual cost will be N981.92 billion Naira, 
representing 10.18% ofgovernment expenditure and 3.03% of the 
GDP If payment is keyed at N5,000 the annual cost will bc 
N490.96 billion malung 5.09% of government e'xpenditure and 
1.53% ofthe GDP (www.pensionwatch.net). (Table 11). 

Table 11: Projected Cost of Social Pension in Nigeria for 
Nigerian's 60Years and Over. 

ps the cost down and ensures that the less poor Source: www.pensionwatch.net 
xting the pension is not worth their while. 
h Afiica (Ferreira, 2006, Moller, 2011) have 
sformative power of pension payment to the 
jical and psychological well being of the old as 
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Consideration ofthe fiscal burden that will be entailed in financing 
and sustaining the scheme is important. Also very important is the 
need to create and continuously strengthen the human capacity 
needed for effective and efficient modes of delivery, particularly to 
rural, remote and difficult to reach areas. A national identification 
system, which continuously captures vital statistics, will also be an 
indispensable ingredient in such a scheme. 

Two states in the Federation, Ekiti and Osun, are already 
responding in a limited way to this challenge by introducing social 
pension schemes for their older citizens. In order for efficient and 
effective delivery, these states may need to pay greater attention to 
the issues oftargeting, beneficiary identification systems, payment 
procedures and monitoring systems. Lessons learned from these 
two states will be very useful in planning the Social Pension 
scheme for the country. 

The elderly are however not a homogeneous group. While income 
insecurity is the prevalent problem of a sizable percentage of the 
current cohort of the old, the problem ofthe educated aged ofthe 
future decades may be that of loneliness with its attendant psycho- 
social consequences. O f  the many factors that may cause this. 
loneliness, the most obvious one is occasioned by larger 
geographical distance between parents and their adult children. 
Couples appear to be experiencing the "Empty Nest Syndrome" 
much earlier than their parents ever did. The prevailing 
unfavourable educational and economic conditions have forced 
many youths to seek greener pastures outside the country, leaving 
their parents behind with no clear idea of when or if they will 
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return to the country, except for occasional visits. Added to this 
early empty nest is that a large percentage of the educated elites no 
longer live in the traditional neighbourhoods but in estates 
(quarters) with high wall fence, large iron gates and huge Alsatian 
dogs, all necessary for security reason, but which further 
exacerbates the sense of loneliness. 

Some countries, Japan, Singapore and many others, have found 
ways to harness for profitable developmental use, the talents, skills 
and experiences of its educated older persons. The Wisdom Corps 
and the Experience Corps in the USA and other intergenerational 
programmes across the world where the wisdom of the elderly is 
tapped to resolve problems and provide valuable community 
services are examples of the beneficent use of the elderly. Similar 
programmes can also be organized in this country. 

Nigeria needs a holistic approach at enhancing the quality of life of 
the present category of the elderly and preparing for the coming 
generations. Unfortunately, this is currently missing. In a survey of 
how old age concerns is reflected in the National Population 
Policy in sub-Saharan Africa, the Nigerian Population Policy of 
2001 made a number of claims reflecting its laudable intentions, 
but regrettably, thirteen years after, the country has not followed 
up these lofty intentions with appropriate actions. 

Another attempt at formulating a National Policy in 2003 also 
ended at the level of intention and followed up only by haphazard 
actions. Recently too, a Bill for an Act to establish National Centre 
for Elderly Persons was passed in July 14, 2009, by Senate. The 
centre was to formulate policies affecting elderly persons in such 
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areas as recreation, sports, health and finance. The Centre was 
charged with liaising with national, regional and international 
agcncics for the agcd, to register and regulate residential facilities 
and implement all Icgislations on elderly. The Act was to create old 
ase benefit fund for persons 60 years and over who are not 
employed, who lack support and are not covered by the Pensions 
Act 2004. Not much has been heard since the passage of this bill 
five years ago. Thus clcarly, thcre is a nudging awareness that some 
policy response is necessary but then, what is the problem-is it 
contents or is it process? 

Thc content of such policy should not pose difficulties for the 
country. Nigcria is a signatory to so many of the International 
agreements and Convcntions which provide guidelines for the 
dcvelopment of National Policies and Strategies for the 
implementation of programmes for old people. Prominent among 
thesc are the United Nations Principles for Older Persons (1991), 
Madrid Plan of Action on Ageing (2002), and closer to home, the 
African Union Policy Framework and Plan of Action on Ageing 
(2002). The absence of a workable Policy cannot therefore be 
ascribed to lack of information about what the Policy should cover. 

A possiblc reason for the failure of the early attempts may be that 
the "proccss" dirncnsion of policy formulation had been ignored. 
Successful policy outcomes depend not only on designing good 
policies but on managing their implementation (Brinkerhoff & 

Crosby 2002). According to the authors, the best technical 
, solution cannot be achieved unless there is cooperation, which 

means making modifications to accommodate the views and needs 
of the various partics involved. The policy implementation process 
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is at least as political and technical and is complcx and highly 
interactive (Schon & Rein, 1995). Countries that are responsive to 
the needs of the old and are continually preparing for future 
challenges of the old are those who have taken seriously the 
"process dimension" ofpolicy formulation and implementation. A 
good example is the USA where there is a once in ten years White 
House Conference on Ageing. The Conference has legal baclung 
through the instrumentality of the White House Conference on 
Ageing Act (Public Law 85-908). It has the mandate to make policy 
recommendations to the President and Congress on ageing issues 
and particularly on how to promote the dignity, health and 
economic security of older Americans. The major conference is 
preceded by mini conferences, solution forum and listening 
sessions on a variety of issues by stakeholders. Data collected 
before and during each of the conferences informs the Policy 
Committee's creation ofthe final report, which is sent to Congress 
and the President. The reportwhich focuses on suggestions for 
administrative action and legslation necessary to irnplcment 
recommendationsreflects ideas developed throughout conference 
activities, as well as from input solicited directly from state 
Governors. The first Conference, held in 1961, led directly to the 
passage of the 1961 Social Security amendments, the Senior 
Citizens Housing Act of 1962, the creation of Medicare and 
Medicaid, the rise of various interest groups advocating for older 
persons, including the National Council of Senior Citizens and 
the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) . Discussions 
at the 1961 Conference also led to passage ofthe Older Americans 
Act of 1965, the establishment of the Federal Administration on 
Ageing, and the creation of Area Agencies on Ageing and State 
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~ommlss ions  on Ageing. Subsequent conferences have led to 

significant policy formulations, including the founding of the 

Senate Special Committee on Ageing and the Federal Council on 
Ageing. Tcntativc agenda are already been set for the 2013 
Conference in which emerging issues such as end of life decisions, 
lifelong learning and drawing on the wisdom of elders are among 
issues to bc examined. 

The country therefore needs to show more commitment to 

forging forward with addressing thc issue of old age care now and 
in the future. The policy formulation process needs to be 
participatory and must include the old and the various 
organizations representing the Interest of old persons. Policy must 

be informed by empirical data and must have at its core the value of 

dignity for the aged. Policy for old age care is too important and too 

complex to bc left with just a government department to 

formulate. Nigeria needs a national forum to focus attention on 
the problem of the old and propose solutions that are culturally 
acceptable, fiscally sustainable and with appropriate legal backing. 

Some cynics have observed that Nigeriaas a nation rarely identifies 
public policy issues or mobilize to address them until some 
external develop~ncnt partners make the issue a focus of 
intervention and provide resources. In the early 1970s, it was thc 
Youths, followed by the physically disabled, followed by Gender. 
Child trafficlung, the Environment and HIV/AIDS. Each of these 
was canvassed and resourced by a different development partne:. 
who "paid the piper and therefore dictated the tune." Thc 
development partner working as the silent hand directing the 
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affairs while the Nigerian governmental and non-governmental 
organizations visibly appearcd to bc working. The qucstion is 
therefore, are we waiting for a dcvclopmcnt partncr to pick up the 
issue of agcing? 

Community Level 
Closer to home, the rccent incrcasc in retircmcnt age in thc 
University system to 70 and 65 years for academic staff and for 
non-academic staff respectively cannot be said to be an emergency. 
It is something fought for and granted for good reasons. With this 
development, the age structure of thc University personnel will 
begin to shift gradually as the mean age of the staff progressively 
increases. This, in essence, means that starting with the first 
generation universities, there will be an increase in the number of 
"latter career professors" on our campuses. Latter career profcssors 
are defined as those professors/academic staff over 55 years and 
with 20 or more years of academic work experience and who are 
near retiring (Baldwin & Zeig, 2013). The university, as a 
community of scholars should plan for the likely consequences 
this change will have on its core mandate of teaching, research and 
community services. There will be a need to re-adjust our health 
and medical services to care for the need of this growing 
population to ensure that the additional years granted can be used 
productively for personal fulfillment and for institutional and 
national benefits. 

There have been many instances in which OAU has demonstrated 
capability to 'think ahead" of other institutions in responding to 
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emerging national issues. Few examples wil l  suffice. Long before 
"environment" becomes a global concern, OAU ran a bachelor's 
programme in Environmental health and had established an 
Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies. Before 
digitalization of everyday life took any form in Nigeria, OAU had 
established successfully an Information Communication 
Technology Unit (INTECU) and continues to date to enjoy the 

cll deserved sobriquet as "the leading ICT University" in 
igeria. Here once again, Mr. Vice Chancellor, we have another 

upportunity to show our proactive responsiveness to the emerging 
issue of ageing. OAU, as far as I know, was the first university to 
offer postgraduate level courses in Gerontology in the Department 
of Psychology, and it had stimulated through postgraduate 
supervision, theses examinations, the progressive appreciation of 
ageing as a field of study from many disciplinary perspectives. The 
university now has researchers working on the issues of 
retirement, health of the aged, dental health of the aged and many 
other related areas. Many more post-graduate students are also 
being trained in the field. The university should build upon this 
community of scholars and eventually establish the first Institute 
of Gerontology in Nigeria to reflect the multidisciplinary nature of 
the field and to become the think tank on ageing issues in Nigeria 
and the sub region. 

At the community level, our university has at its disposal, 
knowledge and skills to turn our community into an age-friendly 
and a healthy ageing model. Our legal luminaries ofwhich we have 
a SAN should enlighten us about how to plan and make our wills. 
It is no longer safe to assume that because you have a monogamous 
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. our university has at its disposal, 
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family arrangement you do not need to make a will. Recent event 
concerning the contestations among the four children of a legal 
luminary in this country should convince us of the necessity. 
Similarly, women no matter what assets they have should also be 
encouraged by our gender experts to make their will in the unlikely 
event that they predecease their husband or thc husband decides to 
acquire additional wives. 

Our many medical specialists could periodically sensitize the 
community about health promoting practices that will add quality 
to our lives as we age. Members ofthe OAU communitywill recall 
how a oue-hour lecture by an inaugurant on the health of our heart 
in this same venue generated interest on early morning health 
walks in the quarters. Similarly, long before Nigerian government 
made the wearing of seat belt mandatory, it was an hour lecture by 
an orthopedic surgeon in this samevenue that made us more safety 
conscious when we drive or are driven. 

Our accountants can help us with financial planning for our post- 
employment economic/financial comfort. Our  architects and 
builders can advise colleagues who may need to re-jig their 
personal residence (oftentimes built in younger years with 
multiple elevations) to suit their advancing years. It is also expected 
that these public enlightenments will not only benefit those who 
are ageing but will also positively impact on those still young and 
who desire good quality of life in later years, and can plan for it. 

  ow ever, it is not only a case ofthe old benefitingfrom the system. 
The system should also derive tremendous advantages from 
having a collection of workers who know the system intimately 
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lifestyle so that the modifiable risks of morbidity in old age cant 
significantly delayed. 

Also important is to pay attention to the life structures we ar 
building around us as we advance in age. The social relations of, 
individual's convoy across time are exceedingly imp~rtant becac 
of their influence on health and well-being in later life. Leadin! 
selfcentred life throughout life will most likely leave the individu 
with very few support network members and with very few 
whom he/she can enjoy satisfactory social exchange. Likewi! 
multiple monogamies or indeed polygamy has lost its tradition 
supportive features for the man and the children. Observati 
suggest that such arrangement tend to leave the ageing male v 
few trusting support from wives and children in old age. T. 
'wives' will protect themselves and their children and have lit: 
attention for the ageing husband. Also even our built environmer 
(our houses) must be built with the consciousness that at old a?. 

climbing flights of steps between the living room and the bedroor 
may be challenging. The folly of erecting an eight bedroom duple. 
on a sprawling acre of land because you have seven childre. 
becomes obvious when the children leave the house and you hay  

an empty nest. Studies have also shown the importance ofspirit 
life in old age, and it is therefore reasonable to cultivate the pracl 
of (interiority) moving closer to the creator as we navigate our 
age, preparatory to our inevitable departure. 

Vice Chancellor, ladies and gentlemen, preparation for a good 
age entails avoidance ofthe modifiable risks factors of morbidit! 
old age (smoking, physical inactivity, unhealthy diet and harm 
use of alcohol), creating and sustaining positive relationships wi. 
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others, investing in generative endevours and malung realistic 
financial planning. 

My Other Contributions to Research and Practice 
Mr. Vice Chancellor, Social Gerontology was a relatively new area 
of research when I stated my research work. I therefore had the 
disadvantage, challenge and opportunity of bein9 one of the few 
pioneers in this important area of academic cum policy concern. 
My research has provided empiricaVanalytica1 documentation of 
various aspects of ageing in Nigeria. In instances where my studies 
replicated some of the works done in other societies, the purpose 
had been to distill outwhich patterns are universally applicable and 
which are culturally specific to Nigeria. My overall contribution 
has been towards a crystallization of propositions from which a 
better understanding of the uniqueness of the Nigerian ageing 
experience will be enabled. 

In specific terms, my work filled to a great extent the vacuum of 
academic lag between the prevailing assumptions about the 
situation of the elderly in Nigeria and the reality of life for a large 
majority of Nigerian elderly. My research had also provided 
pioneering original source materials on Yoruba elderly which is 
being cited by other researches and post graduate students within 
and outside Nigeria. 

 dies and gentlemen, preparation for a good old My research works also provided empirical materials that are 
ce of the modifiable risks factors ofmorbidity in amenable to cross-cultural comparisons in Gerontology and 
phvsical inactivity, unhealthy diet and harmful therefore contributes to current efforts by Gerontologsts to 
:ating and sustaining positive relationships with 

1'. 

formulate culturally sensitive propositions about old age. 
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In the area of Social Psychology of deafness and vocational 
rehabilitation of disabled people, my research called for a finer 
differentiation between the cognitive, affective and behavioural 
components in future efforts at measuring attitude towards 
stigmatized others (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1982). My studies also 
made important contributions to a better understanding ofthe role 
of socio-cultural factors in the origin, sustenance and 
consequences of prejudice for the social psychological disposition 
of the deaf child, his significant others and the larger society 
(Togonu-Bickersteth and Odebiyi, 1985; (Togonu-Bickersteth 
and Odebiyi, 1986; (Togonu-Bickersteth, 1998). 

My research and documentation of the status of vocational 
rehabilitation of disabled persons and particularly, vocational 
assessment techniques in selected African countries provided 
systcmatic and objective empirical materials that are being used by 
African rehabilitation experts to arrive at an African perspective on 
thc issuc of vocational assessment. (Togonu-Bickcrsteth, 1988, 
1989, 1994) My research on child labour and child trafficlung 
provided empirical, rich qualitative data of activities in a popular 
child labour camp, on the processes of trafficking and 
consequences of child trafficking, revealing possible areas of 
intervention at the sources and destinations of trafficking. (ILO, 
2005) 

Common to the three substantive areas of my teaching, research 
and practice (ageing, child labour/child trafficlung and disability 
matters) is thc ovcrall theme ofvulnerability and society's need to 
provide social protection. My work provides a better 
understanding of the socio-cultural dimensions of these 
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vulnerabilities as well as their consequences for intergroup and 
intergenerational relationships in the 21" century Nigerian society. 
Theoretically, the concepts which tie the three areas together for 
me are the concepts of roles and statuses and its socio- 
psychological derivations. In the case of the elderly, "Old Person" 
is an ascribed status for those who live long enough. To the extent 
that most people desire to live long, "old person" is a desirable 
status.Yet, there is some ambivalence about growingold, and a fear 
of old age if the natural declines in vigour and health is not 
satisfactorily mitigated by role partners. 

Unlike the status "old person" the status "disabled person" or 
"child labourer" is a negatively achieved one. Both are stigmatized 
roles. My research focus is on how role occupants (the old, the 
disabled and the child labourer) are defined, operate their lives in 
light of the definitions, and the effects of the all of these on their 
socio-psychological adjustment. 

I have examined how significant role partners perceive the old or 
the disabled and attempt to fulfill their obligations towards them 
(Togonu-Bickersteth 1982; 1985, 1985b 1985c, 1986) In some of 
our studies we asked those who do not yet belong to these 
categories to do "role-taking"-to learn about their ideals, fears and 
hopes about these roles. The crucial role of the larger social 
structure in shaping perceptions or in creating knowledge in issues 

substantive areas of my teaching, research relating to these roles also formed part of our theoretical 
111ld iabour/child trafficking and disability framework. The research activities have been conducted within 
hcr ,~e  ofvulnerability and society's need the phenomenological paradigm which cmphasizes the 
:cti3n. My work provides a bett, perspectives of the experiencing person-hence the apparent 
c socio-cultural dimensions of  the^ emphasis on 'perceptions' in most of my work. This is because 
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when a person defines a situation as real, that situation is real in its 
consequences (Thomas, 2002). 

Mr. Vice Chancellor, Sir, ladies andgentlemen, my contribution in 
the three research areas described above lies not only in my 
research but also in my lending a critical 'Nigerian' voice to the 
various conversations, debates, expert meetings that led to 
significant shifts in global thinhng and practices in these areas. 

In February 1999, 1 was invited by the United Nations 
Commission on Social Development to serve on a panel of fifteen 
global experts to deliberate on the issue of "Social Services for all," 
and in particular to discuss the challenges raised by efforts to 
implement the Copenhagen Declaration in developing African 
countries. 

Between 2000 and 2004, 1 served as a member of the prestigious 
United Nations Committee on Development Policy (CDP). The 
CDP is a subsidiary of the United Nations Economic & Social 
Council. The Committee providcs inputs and independent advice 
to the Council on emerging issues and on international 
cooperation for dcvclopmcnt, focusing on medium and long term 
aspects. The Committee is also responsible for reviewing the 
status of Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and for monitoring 

. their progress after graduating from the category. Each of the 24 
members of the CDP is nominated in hisher personal capacity by 
the United Nations Secretary-General and is appointed by 
Council for a period of three years. During my tenure, I made rn-- 
contributions to such global issues as Capacity Building in Afric 
Effective Aid and Human Capital, Participatory Development an 
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Governance, Poverty Reduction and Good Governance, Local 
Development & Global Issues; amongothers. 

The application of insights derived from my studies in disability 
was tested out in Nigeria with good success. In collaboration with 
the International Labour Organization and the Oyo State 
Government, we established pioneer Oyo State Community 
Based Vocational Rehabilitation system, (CBVR) as a pilot scheme 
to demonstrate the advantages of using existing community based 
vocational training services for the training of people with 
disabilities. Based on the experiences of the beneficiaries, I 
prepared a training tool for sensitization of persons engaged in 
work with disabled persons . The success of the Ibadan 
experiment led to efforts to replicate it in Kano and Katsina states. I 
was the ILO Consultant that undertook all the preparatory work 
to explore the workability of the scheme in those states. Similarly, 
as the ILO International consultant, I conducted the seven 
countries survey of vocational assessmerit techniques used in 
seven African countries (Egypt, Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, Tanzania & Nigeria) which provided Afro-centric 
perspective on the issue and laid the foundation for the designing 
of culturally appropriate vocational assessment techniques in the 
continent. I was also engaged as the International Consultant to 
train rehabilitation workers in Ghana. 

In the area of my work on Chiki Labour and Child Trafficking, I 
served as the pioneer National Programme Manager on the 
United States Department of Labour/ILO/IPEC programme on 
the Elimination of Worst Forms of Child Labour in Nigeria. In 
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this position, I worked with the traditional ILO tripartite partners 
(government, labour and employers) to mobilize national 
awareness about the problem, identified credible NGOs and 
researchers for funding of pilot schemes and research projects. 
'These efforts eventually culminated in Nigeria's ratification of 
[LO Convention 182. 

In the area of ageing, I can claim the "boasting right" that I am a 
member of the "African trio" (Self, Professor Monica Ferreira 
From South Africa and Professor Nana Apt from Ghana) who 
worked at the United Nations Consultations on the Research 
Agenda in Ageing in the 21" Century which held in Vienna, 
Austria, in February 1999, New York, USA, in December 1999 
and in Salsomagore, Italy, in December 2000. The Research 
Agenda on Ageing for the 21" Centurywas designed to support the 
implementation of the Madrid International Plan of Action on 
Ageing 2002, adopted by the Second World Assembly on Ageing 
(8-12 April 2002, Madrid, Spain). The Research Agenda also 
identifies research priorities for policy related research and data 
collection. It specifically encourages researchers to pursue studies 
in policy-related areas of ageing where the findings may have 
practical and realistic applications. 

[ was a member of the United Nations Expert Group Meeting, 
held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in May 2000, to discuss the 
zonvergence of social policies and practices in relation to older 
persons in developed and developing countries. My presentatic- 
at that meeting, 'What Can We Borrow F p m  One Another" 
published by the United Nations (Togonu-Bickersteth, 2002). 
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I participated as one of the fifteen global experts in the first 
technical meeting of the United Nations Committee for the 
Second World Assembly on Ageing, held in Frankfurt, Germany, 
in June 2000 and in the second Technical Committee held in 
Dominican Republic, in October 2000. These two technical 
meetings aimed at revising the 1982 International Plan of Action 
on Ageing, a central mandate for the 2"* World Assembly on 
Ageing. 

On the local, national scene, in 2001, I brought together a group of 
academics concerned with ageing. We organized, through our 
personal financial contributions and support from one of our 
members outside the country-Professor J.K. Olupona, the first 
National Roundtable Conference on Ageing in Nigeria. 
Academics from various universities attended and presented their 
research at the conference. The papers were reviewed and 
published in the Journal of Ageing & Development. To date, the 
Journal remains the only one that was dedicated exclusively to the 
issue of ageing in Nigeria. 

More recently, Mr. Vice Chancellor, at the 2013 Annual Scientific 
Meeting of the Association of .Gerontology in Higher Education 
(AGHE) held in Orlando, Florida, USA, I was approached and 
invited by the USA National Association of Professional 
Gerontologists (NAPG) to submit my papers for evaluation for 
possible membership in the association. NAPG is the official 
association for promoting and credentialing professionals in the 
field of Gerontology. The association recognizes and invites for 
screening those who have contributed significantly to the field of 
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ageing to become professionaVscholar affiliate. I submitted my 
papers in March 2013 which were reviewed by international 
experts in the field of Gerontology and in September 9,2013, I was 
certified as a Professional Gerontologist by the association. This 
credential carries the priviledge of recognition and access to a 
global networkof active Gerontologists. It however also carries the 
responsibility of continued professional development as the 
credentials are reviewed every two years and the membership is 
only renewed upon evidence of continued academic and research 
productivity showing currency in Gerontology. I am reliably 
informed that I am the only Nigeria-based Nigerian academic to 
receive this honour. 

Also, I have served on the Editorial Board of a number of high 
impact journals in my field, the most recent being the Journal of 
Intergenerational Relationships (JIR) on whose editorial board I 
have served since 2006. In April 2014, I was invited to prepare the 
Editorial Comment for Vol. 12, No. 3. of the Journal. At first, 
given how busy I was, I wanted to turn down the request until my 
'coach' counseled me that it is usually considered a recognition of 
scholarship and contribution when a high impactjournal invites a 
scholar to prepare the editorial comment to a journal edition. I am 
glad I accepted the assignment and the Journal edition will be 
published in September 2014. 

ACKNOWLEDEGEMENTL 
I am deeply grateful to my fathers, late Pa. J.B. Faniran and late. 
G.O. Faniran who insisted that I must go to the best second; , 
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].VENTS 
I my fathers, late Pa. J.B. Faniran and late Pa. 
;isted that I must go to the best secondary 

school of the period, Queens College Lagos, and who provided 
the resources even when it was not so financially convenient. I 
thank all the late Faniran mothers-Mama Funlayo, Mama Remi, 
Mama Jide and Mama Ronke-for their love and carc for me for the 
period I was under their care. I owe a debt of gratitude to my late 
mother, Chief (Mrs.) Bola Adedewe who encouraged me 
throughout my academic career and through whom I gained 
deeper understanding of the ageing experience which has 
provided for me anticipatory socialization for my own old age. I 
thank my uncles in Lagos, late Fatoye senior and Chief George 
Fatoye who were my guardians during the seven years that I was in 
Quccns College. I acknowledge the support of my siblings-Anti 
Dupc, Bunmi, Remi, Funke, Yinka, Gbenga, Ronke, Kashope, 
Yemisi, Jide, Gbadebo, Biodun and several other cousins, nieces, 
nephews, uncles and aunties for being my "cheerleaders" all the 
way. 

I acknowledge the nurturing role of my academic mentors - the 
late Prof. Francis Okediji of the University of Ibadan and the late 
Professor Milton Speizman ofBryn Mawr College. I acknowledge 
the awesome contributions of two seasoned academics and 
'Omoluwabis' whom I rcgard as my "life coachesu-Professor 
Roger Makanjuola, former Vice-Chancellor of this University 
and Professor Jacob Kehinde Olupona, a National Merit Award 
winner and a Professor at the Harvard University, USA. I regard 
them as life coaches because both of them in different ways 

lieved that I have some unique strengths and abilities in 
ldemia and committed themselves to helping me to hone those 

~ 1 1 s .  Both have been very supportive of my family life and have 
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been instrumental to my efforts to successfully balance the 
demands offarnily life and academic life. 

The Ajilas, Asaolus and the Olaniyan families have been pillars of 
support to me and my family at all times, on campus and off 
campus. The loneliness that could have ensued during this "empty 
nest" phase of our family life has been lovingly bridged by these 
families. They have allowed us to "refill" our nest in generative 
ways. 

My special gratitude goes to my "boss," Professor Michael 
~aborode,  the immediate Vice-Chancellor of this University, 
under whom I served as the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) 
for four years. I could not have served in that capacity if he had not 
llominated me for Senate's consideration. Professor Faborode 
gave me a free hand to function, was exceedingly supportive and 
provided an environment which encouraged creativity. The 
assignment gave me a deep appreciation of the challenges of 
university administration. It gave me a unique opportunity to 
make my humble contributions to the growth of the University, 
and also considerably expanded my social network in academia, in 
Nigeria and outside Nigeria. It also gave me the opportunity :a 
support the academic aspirations ofyoung academics, particularly 
the females, in our community. 

I am grateful to the various educational institutions which 
nurtured me to date. I acknowledge that Queens College, Lagos 
provided for me early exposure to multi-ethnic, multicultural an(' 
an internationalized learning environment. It was also at Queen 
College that I developed interest in working with vulnerable 
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groups. As a member ofthe Social Services Club ofthe school, and 
later as one of its officials, we paid regular visits to the Federal 
School for the Blind, Oshodi, Old People's Home, Yaba and 
Cheshire Home, Surulere. My academic life at the University of 
Ibadan enkindled my interest in studying Human Behaviour. I am 
grateful to Bryn Mawr College where I did my Master's and 
doctoral work. Bryn Mawr is a unique institution: it was the first 
university in the USA to grant PhDs to women. The College 
provided very supportive learning environment to foreign 
students (we were only two Nigerians there for the period I was 
there) and did their best to avail me of all of the opportunities 
available for my education. The College also gave me a sound 
foundation in Research Methodology. From Bryn Mawr I learnt 
the essence of scholarship and the art of disagreeing with others' 
positions courteously-a skill which later became useful in my 
various international engagements. 

I am grateful to the various organisations and institutions which 
provided for me the opportunity to practice. I am grateful to 
Delaware State College (now Delaware State University) for 
giving me my first appointment as a full time University lecturer 
in 1976, to the Division of Social Services, Delaware State for my 
firstjob as a consultant hired to do training needs assessment and 
design a curriculum for the in service training of their staff I am 
indeed very grateful to Obafemi Awolowo University where I 
have served most of my worlung life. This is my 35th year on this 
campus. I thank the University for giving me the environment and 
the opportunity to flourish as an academic and for providing me 
the credible platform (a good brand) from which to reach out to 
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my academic colleagues and policy makers in and out of the 
country. My work experience at the International Labour 
Organisation sharpened my project and programme design and 
administrative skills. It gave me the opportunity to work with 
multi-racial groups and fostered my deeper understanding of the 
opportunities and challenges of working with various types of 
donor agencies, and for this I am grateful. 

I am very grateful to all my research collaborators, undergraduate 
and postgraduate students, past and present, my colleagues, young 
and old in the Department of Psychology, for their love, 
encouragement and support. Similarly, I owe special gratitude to 
the children, men and women with disabilities and the elderly 
from whom our research datawere collected, along theyears. 

I thank my fathers, mothers and sisters in the Lord for their prayer 
and counsel which continues to uphold me as I go through the 
journey of life. 

In avery special way, I will like to thank my husband, ChiefGilbert 
Olanrewaju Nunayon Togonu-Bickersteth, a quintessential 
gentleman. He is loving, lund hearted and very supportive. I could 
not have done much without his support. Indeed the new slogan 
should be, "For every successful academic woman there must be 
an understanding, loving and tolerant husband." Lanre has been 
all these and more. Our children, Mausi, Vinuyon, Toyin, and 
Dehumo and their families of procreation have been wonderful. 
Their care, supDort and love are the elixir that keeps us going. 

Finally, I returr 1 all glor y to God for His mercies upon my life, for 
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press and members of the public for your kind attention and for 
finding time to be part of this rite ofpassage in my academic career. 
As I said earlier, by now all of us have grown older by an hour and 
my prayer is that even as we grow older each of us will flourish like 
a palm tree and grow like a cedar of Lebanon and continue to bear 
frcsh fruits. 

Mr. Vice Chancellor, ladies and gentleman, as I close this lecture, I 
will like to reiterate my main thesis-that there are now new 
realities of old age and ageing which we need to prepare for as 
individuals and as a nation and the time to start is now. Finally, 
permit me to end with this quotation for our reflection: 

"I regard the aged as travelers w h o  havegone on a 
journey which w e  too may have togo and o f w h o m  
w e  ought to inquire whether the w a y  is smooth and 
easy or rugged and dflcult." Socrates, in Plato's 
Republic. 

Once again, ladies and gentlemen thank you for your attention, 
P O O ~  evening and God bless you aN with long life in good health. 
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